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ABOUT THIS SERIES
Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s
okay to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to
hurt so much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week
series, we’ll hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David,
Peter, Amos, and John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When
people are hurting, where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why
do bad things happen? And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS SERIES AT A GLANCE

WEEK 1

WEEK 3

This week we are asking the question, when people
are hurting, where is God?
THE BIG IDEA: When people are hurting, where
is God?
THE BIBLE: Esther 4:11-16, 7:1-10; I John 3:17-18;
Proverbs 29:7
THE BUILDING BLOCKS: Question, Video,
Activity, Poll, Story, Object Lesson, Discussion

This week we are asking the question, if God is
good, why do bad things happen?
THE BIG IDEA: If God is good, why do bad things
happen?
THE BIBLE: Amos 5:10-15; Revelation 21:1-5a;
Psalm 32:5
THE BUILDING BLOCKS: Activity, Story, Poll,
Images, Object Lesson, Response, Discussion

WEEK 2

WEEK 4

This week we are asking the question, When I'm
hurting, why does God feel far away?
THE BIG IDEA: When I'm hurting, why does God
feel far away?
THE BIBLE: Psalm 22, 42:9-11; Matthew 27:3946; Hebrews 1:1-3a; II Corinthians 1:3-4
THE BUILDING BLOCKS: Activity, Story, Image,
Video, Response, Music, Discussion

This week we are asking the question, when life
hurts, is God listening?
THE BIG IDEA: When life hurts, is God listening?
THE BIBLE: Psalm 91; I John 5:14; Lamentations
3:55-56
THE BUILDING BLOCKS: Activity, Video, Poll, Story,
Question, Object Lesson, Image, Prayer, Discussion

!

Throughout this series, there are invitations for students to think and talk about some pretty
heavy topics. Traumatic events like death, national tragedies, violence, or abuse may come up.
Be sure to prepare your volunteers, students, and parents in advance, remind your volunteers
about your mandatory reporting policies, and be prepared to help connect students with local
trauma-informed counselors and relevant resources to help them process if needed.
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HOW TO PROGRAM FOR THIS SERIES
Outside of your teaching time, we have a few programming ideas to help this series really come to life —
everything from how to design your room, to which games to play, to what music to play and sing.

ROOM DESIGN
First, you'll need a backdrop. There are
tons of ways to create a backdrop that
you can re-use multiple times each year.
Check out this post for a list of ideas.
For this series, we recommend creating
a backdrop that can be used during
the "Wailing Wall" prayer activity during
Week 4 of this series. For that activity, we
suggest using a backdrop that is made
of a chain-link fence, so written prayers
can be rolled up and placed into the links
or clipped to the fence with clothespins.
A second option is to create a backdrop
covered in faux brick tiles to imitate the
Western Wall in Jerusalem. Just make
sure students can attach their prayers to
those tiles with thumbtacks or tape.

For the series title, get your inspiration from the series graphic.
Cut out a large piece of cardboard or coroplast, and cover it
with duct tape to imitate the series graphic. Then use a thick
permanent marker to write the title in big, bold letters. Hang the
title from the fence with zip ties (or glue it to the brick tiles, if
that's what you're using).
Throughout the series, invite students to submit their questions
anonymously by pinning note cards to the backdrop with
clothespins or thumbtacks, or by rolling them like scrolls and
placing them into the chain links.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN
We give you editable graphics so you can make
everything your own! If you’re going to edit our
graphics or create something brand new . . .
Use this font!
The title of this series was created using handwriting
rather than a font. Here’s a similar font you could
use instead!

ACRYLIC
HAND SANS

And use these colors!
HEX #FEC675
CMYK: 0/24/62
HEX #DE5526
CMYK: 8/81/100/1
HEX #7FD6DF
CMYK: 46/0/14/0

Download this font here!

MUSIC
Here are a few worship songs that tie into
this month's theme of asking hard questions
and doubt . . .
"You're Gonna Be Okay" (Bethel Music)
"Take Courage" (Kristene DiMarco)
"Not Finished Yet" (The Belonging Co.)
"How Can It Be" (Lauren Daigle)
"Ruins" (Maverick City Music)
"Beautiful Things" (Gungor)
"Not Afraid" (Mosaic MSC)
"All I Can Say" (David Crowder Band)
"If We're Honest" (Francesca Battistelli)
"No Doubt About it" (We the Kingdom,
featuring Maverick City Music)
We’ve added these songs to our Grow Students
(Volume 5) Spotify playlist for your personal use
only, according to Spotify’s terms and conditions.
For more information on how to use copyrighted
music in your services legally, read this!

And if you want to sing or sample a non-worship
song or two (maybe as an opener, a closer, a bonus
song during your program), try some of these . . .
"Questions" (Tori Kelly)
"Hope" (Common Hymnal)
"Help My Unbelief" (Audrey Assad)
"Lost" (Andy Mineo)
"How Much Longer" (Common Hymnal)
"Doubt" (twenty one pilots)
"Ask Me Why" (The Beatles)
"I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For"
(U2)
For more fun (and clean) song suggestions, check
out all of our Spotify playlists for your personal use
only, according to Spotify’s terms and conditions.
For more information on how to use copyrighted
music in your services legally, read this!
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GAMES by Jeremiah Herring, Tyler Grant & Jordan Floro
If you have a designated time for games before
your worship and teaching time, we have a few
suggestions for games you can play . . .
How Many Donuts You Got?
Good Question
Last Student Standing - Post Apocalyptic
Edition
I Have Questions

Since this series is all about asking questions, these
games are all about questions and answers too. To
get the instructions and graphics for each game,
click the links or visit the Games section of your
Grow Students dashboard.

HOW TO PREP FOR THIS SERIES

WHAT TO GET
If you want to try all of our suggestions for this series, here’s what you’ll need to buy, borrow, Google, or dig
for in your storage closet . . .
WEEK 1:
{ A clip from a video like this one of Robert Downey
Jr. answering interview questions from kids
{ An egg
{ Small glass bowl
{ Ponchos
{ Dumbbell
{ Blindfold
{ Poster board
{ A clip from a video like this one of the story of a
Syrian girl named Malak
WEEK 2:
{ A large beach ball
{ Blindfolds
{ “Before” and “during” images of 6th Avenue in
New York City during the COVID-19 Pandemic
{ A clip from a video like this one of a dad teaching
his crying daughter to pause and breathe
{ The handout provided in your Week 2 folder
{ Pens
{ The song “Our Psalm 23” (Common Hymnal)

WEEK 3:
{ A giant Jenga set
{ Tape
{ Index cards
{ Images of headlines about a local tragedy
{ Jenga blocks
{ Permanent markers
WEEK 4:
{ Some weird masks
{ A clip from a video like this one of one of Verizon
Wireless’ “Can You Hear Me Now?” commercials
{ A megaphone
{ Headphones
{ Images of the The Western Wall like this, this,
or this
{ Scrap paper or note cards
{ Pens
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WHAT TO MAKE
WEEK 1:
{ Write instructions in large letters on poster
board for students to follow for the "Heavy and
Light" object lesson.
WEEK 2:
{ Print and cut the handouts provided in your
Week 2 folder. We suggest printing these on
card stock. Place one under each seat, along
with a pen.

WEEK 3:
{ Write icebreaker questions on index cards
and tape them to giant Jenga blocks.
{ Gather screenshots of headlines from a local
tragedy.
WEEK 4:
{ If you haven't already, set up the backdrop from
the Room Design of this series.

WHAT TO CUSTOMIZE
You know your students better than we do, so there are probably some things you'd like to change about this
series before you start teaching. Here's what you'll need to update if you make changes . . .
TEACHING: Add your own stories, jokes, and
any pop culture references that make sense for
your group. You can edit each message using
the Word documents provided or the Grow
Message Builder.
SMALL GROUP: If you make any changes
to your teaching, make sure your small group
questions reflect those changes. You can edit
these using the Word documents provided.

APP: If you make changes to your teaching or
small group questions, don't forget to update
your content in the Grow App for your team!
GRAPHICS: We’ve provided graphics in your
Graphics & Video folder already, but we’ve also
provided a blank slide in case you need to make
your own.
EMAILS: Customize and send the volunteer and
parent emails we've provided for this series.
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WHAT TO COMMUNICATE
To make sure your students, volunteers, and families are in the loop . . .
STUDENTS: Throughout the month, post the
Graphics & Video we've provided on social
media, like the Big Idea images and Bumper
Video. Post the One-Minute Sermon Videos
we've provided or use the One-Minute Sermon
Scripts to film a recap video each week and
post it on social media.
FAMILIES: Before you begin teaching this series,
send families the Parent Email we've provided
(after you've customized it for your ministry,
of course). After each week of the series,
post the Big Idea images wherever you talk to
families online. You can also copy and paste the
social media examples we've included in your
Social Media Posts.

VOLUNTEERS: Before you teach each week of
this series, send volunteers the weekly Volunteer
Emails we've provided (after you've customized
it for your ministry, of course). Before each week
of the series, post the Big Idea images wherever
you talk to volunteers online. You can also copy
and paste the social media posts we've included
in your Social Media Posts.

For a more in-depth digital communication strategy, customize the Social Media Plan spreadsheet we've
provided. And hey! When you post on social media, don't forget to use the #growcurriculum hashtag to
share your ideas and stories with our team and with other churches who are using Grow!
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HOW TO HACK THIS SERIES
Every ministry is different. Whether you’re teaching middle schoolers, high schoolers, teenagers with special
needs, or all three, here’s how to hack this series to fit your unique and diverse audience.

HACKS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOLERS by Eddie Witkowski & Heather Kenison
REVISE

REPLACE

To make this series more
accessible for middle schoolers,
here's what to adjust . .

And here are the Building Blocks you may want to swap for
something else . . .

Every week, choose your
contestants carefully for the
opening activities. Because
you'll need to pivot fairly quickly
from a high energy game to
deeper discussion, your middle
schoolers who tend to get a little
goofy or overly excited might not
be the best contestants for these
activities!
In Week 1, revise the Poll
"Have You Ever . . ." to include
more middle school centric
questions.
Some
of
the
questions listed might be
too abstract for their developing
minds. Instead ask about what
they think is hurt, and where
they've seen it in the world.

Each week, replace a module of your choice with a
Questions & Answers panel. Because some of the
content every week might be a little too heavy or abstract
from some of your younger middle schoolers, leave our
some of the more abstract parts. In their place, add a panel
discussion with some trusted adults who respond to your
students' questions about faith. You can have students
submit questions throughout the series through a Question
Jar and note cards, or Instagram’s questions feature, or
any website for gathering anonymous responses.
In Weeks 1 and 3, replace global events and issues with
local ones. If your middle schoolers might find some of
the global issues (like terrorism, racism, the Holocaust)
too scary or not relevant to their lives, swap them out for
something closer to home. For example, instead of talking
about a global tragedy, focus on the tragedy of losing a
loved one or how it feels to be bullied.

REMEMBER
Throughout this series (but especially in Weeks 2 and 4)
keep in mind any conversation about dealing with pain or
tragedy may spark conversation or questions about abuse,
bullying, suicide, or self-harm. Your middle schoolers may
have never been told what to do in these situations, so be
sure to clarify when they need to reach out, who to go to,
and how they can get help.
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HACKS FOR HIGH SCHOOLERS by Irene Cho and David Magallanes
REVISE

REPLACE

To make this series more accessible for high
schoolers, here's what to adjust . .

And here are the Building Blocks you may
want to swap for something else . . .

In Week 2, revise the response "When I
Pause . . . " by adding additional questions.
Because your high schoolers can handle more
introspection than your middle schoolers can,
give them an opportunity to reflect on the fact
that, while God does comfort us when we're
hurting, we need to take some ownership for
our own growth by thinking about what we
can learn from that experience. Try asking
questions like, "Pause and reflect on a time
when you were hurting recently. In what ways
did you contribute to that pain? What do you
regret? What can you learn about yourself?
What can you do differently next time?"

In Week 1, replace the video clip from "Malak,"
by Preemptive Love, with a video more
customized to your students. Depending on
your students, this video, while very powerful,
could be replaced with something closer to
home. If your high schoolers are aware of or
connected with an injustice going on in your
local community, or there's a subject your
high schoolers are already passionate about,
focus on that situation instead. Instead of
showing a video, you might even ask some
students to speak about it.

In Week 3, leave extra time for the Response,
“What You'll Rebuild.” Because your high
schoolers are more capable than ever of
moving from conceptual learning to handson application, don't rush through this. Give
them time and space to process what they'll
do in response. You may want to follow this
up with a group discussion where you share
and workshop your ideas together. Then end
with practical action steps and a plan.

REMEMBER
Remember to invite your high schoolers to
keep asking questions after (and during)
this series. Many high schoolers will be
skeptical of any attempts to answer their big
faith questions definitively or too quickly. If a
student asks you a difficult question, rather
than trying to answer it, try asking, "What do
you think?" It's okay to say you're not sure or
that no one really knows — this shows humility,
honesty, and openness to their perspectives.
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HACKS FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
by Addison Roberts and Stephanie Newland

REVISE

REPLACE

To make this series more accessible
for students with special needs, here's
what to adjust . .

And here are the Building Blocks you may want to
swap for something else . . .

In Week 1, be aware of students with
egg sensitivities. There are some
students who shouldn't come into
contact with eggs because of allergies,
but there are also some students
with certain special needs who may
negatively react to the texture of the
egg or the surprise of seeing it broken.
If that's a concern, be sure you know
the needs of those students well
enough to know if and how you need to
adjust this activity.
In Week 2, simplify the response
time, "When I Pause . . . " For students
with certain kinds of emotional and
behavioral needs, a good question to
add or focus on is, "What helps me calm
down when I'm upset?" This question
might be easier to comprehend and
relate to than some of the others.
In Weeks 1, 2, and 4, enable closed
captioning for any videos you show.
Every week, use visual aids when
teaching Scripture. When you're
reading from Scripture, try providing
your students with certain special
needs pictures from the Bible stories
they can hold, images to help explain
abstract ideas, animated videos
retelling the story, or relevant coloring
pages.

In Week 2, if you have any students who are
visually impaired, skip the activity Blindfolded
Beach Ball Brawl to make sure no one feels as
though their impairments are being made fun of or
made into a game. If you do play the game, be aware
of the language you personally use and be aware
of comments students might make that could be
derogatory toward students with visual impairments.

REMEMBER
This series deals with some hard questions and
abstract concepts. Some students with certain special
needs may struggle to connect with all of the concepts,
so here are some general tips on how to help:
Watch your words. Use simple, introductory
language.
Break it down. Break down big questions and
concepts word by word into small and simpler pieces.
Make it personal. Figure out what questions
they personally have about God and then process
those questions with them. If you don't know your
students' needs well, you won't know how to help
this connect.
Connect with families. Share information with
students' families before you teach so they can
help prep their kid and give you feedback on what
will and won't connect.
Prepare your volunteers. In advance, help your
team think about the questions that might come
up that are about disabilities. Students might ask
things like, "Why did God make me this way?" or
"Can you still follow Jesus if you can't understand
what's in the Bible?"
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Becoming an adult means knowing all of the answers,
right? But we know, growing up means being able to
collect even more questions. The things students
wonder about are probably the same things you wonder
about and there aren't a ton of specific answers or
solutions. Questions emerge when people are hurting
and we wonder where God is or if God leaves us in
those times. You've asked similar questions like "if God
is good, then why do bad things happen? Or, is God
even listening? So it's important to remember that
questions without answers can be frustrating but they
aren't threatening when we look at the hope we find in
a loving God who never leads us of course.

What kinds of questions have
you asked God recently? If you
haven't asked any lately, why not?
God is able to not only listen to
the questions you have but is also
able to effectively hold anything
and everything you bring to the
table. It could be an emotion,
an expressed feeling, a desire, a
sense of doubt . . . whatever it is,
God is there for you.

To get ready for this series, spend a few minutes
reading the stories you'll be teaching students this
month. As you do, think about what God has taught
you (and is still teaching you) through these passages,
and how these Big Ideas have been true in your life.

WEEK 1: When people are hurting, where is God?
(Esther 4:11-16, 7:1-10; I John 3:17-18; Proverbs
29:7)
WEEK 2: When I'm hurting, why does God feel
far away? (Psalm 22, 42:9-11; Matthew 27:39-46;
Hebrews 1:1-3a; II Corinthians 1:3-4)
WEEK 3: If God is good, why do bad things happen?
(Amos 5:10-15; Revelation 21:1-5a; Psalm 32:5)
WEEK 4: When life hurts, is God listening?
(Psalm 91; I John 5:14; Lamentations 3:55-56)

Which passage of Scripture or
Big Idea from this month is most
relevant to you right now? Spend
a few minutes asking God to show
you how you've already grown in this
area, plus the next step you need to
take in order to keep growing.

GROW
You're getting ready to help
students process some of their
questions (and there will be a lot).
And you're likely going to have
some new questions crop up
during this series. So what can
you do to be encouraged when
the questions pop up for you?
Whatever your next step is right
now, take it. Then help students
do the same.
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IDE

SERMON GU

THE BIG IDEA
When people are hurting,
where is God?

THE BIBLE
Esther 4:11-16, 7:1-10; I John 3:17-18;
Proverbs 29:7

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
QUESTION | “What’s something you wish you knew?”
Questions! Everyone has them. In this new series, we’ll be looking at some of life’s most difficult
questions, like . . .
Will humans ever live on other planets?
Is there a hack to decrease wait times at amusement parks?
Will we ever cure every sickness?
Why is pizza so good?
So here’s a question to inspire more questions. What’s something you wish you knew?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond. Then share something of your own
— silly or serious.
Hopefully that question sparked your imaginations, because imagination is essential for asking
good questions.

VIDEO | A Clip of Kids Asking Weird Questions
Do you remember how imaginative you were when you were little? From creating imaginary
people, to pretending to be a superhero, princess, or astronaut, kids have great imaginations.
Maybe that’s why kids are so good at asking questions.
INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (3:20-4:00) of
Robert Downey Jr. answering interview questions from kids. For more information on how to
legally use copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!
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ACTIVITY | The TikTok Egg Challenge
Our brains are amazing, imaginative things. They allow us to wonder, get curious, and think
critically. But somethings our brains get a little stuck when they’re under pressure.
INSTRUCTIONS: For this activity, you’ll need a table and two chairs, an egg, and a small glass
bowl — and possibly some ponchos. Recreate this TikTok trend with two students or volunteers.
Place the egg underneath the container and have the two contestants sit side by side. Quickly, your
players must takes turns either tapping or lifting the container. If one player lifts the container, the
other player must stop themselves from hitting the egg. Continue until someone breaks the egg.
As brilliant as our brains are, they can get a little confused or stuck when we’re facing a challenge
(like “Don’t smash that egg!”) or a hard question (like, “Am I about to get drenched in egg yolk?”)
Of course, there are other, more serious questions too. Sometimes our big questions inspire our
imaginations and make us wonder about their answers. But other times the questions leave us
feeling stuck or confused.

POLL | Have You Ever . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: For each of the following questions, ask students to raise their hands if they can
relate. If you’d like, as a few students to tell you more after they respond to each question.
Have you ever felt stuck on an exam question? You know that feeling. You read the words to
the question over and over again, but your mind is blank. You have no idea how to respond.
Have you ever felt that way about big problems in the world? Maybe you can see an issue
in the world, but you can’t make sense of it and don’t know how to respond to it. Maybe it’s a
problem like . . .
World hunger.
People without accessible clean water.
Violence or war.
Natural disasters.
People without medical access for treatable illnesses.
Homelessness.
Addictions.
Has a problem in the world ever left you asking questions about God? Especially when we
see hurt, pain, and suffering in the world around us, we might start to wonder why God hasn’t
done anything about it.
Some of you have had this question, but you’ve stifled it because you thought you
weren’t allowed to ask. But you are!
Some of you haven’t thought about it before, and that’s okay — but this is your
invitation to engage your imagination.
The world is full of a lot of hurt, so it makes sense to wonder, “When people are hurting, where
is God?”
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SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
STORY | Talk about a time you wondered where God was.
Throughout human history, there has been so much pain and suffering. We’ve seen the Holocaust,
slavery, the World Wars, sex trafficking, pandemics, and so much more. It’s impossible to live in
this world without encountering tragedies like these.
If you see all these tragedies without ever wondering where God is, you might not be
paying attention.
If you’re not curious about the question because you think you know the answer, you
might want to think again.
And if your brain sometimes gets stuck on this question, don’t worry. Mine does too.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a story) about
a time a tragedy in the world made you wonder why God allowed it, or where God was. Focus on
a tragedy that impacts a large group of people — not just you.

SCRIPTURE | Esther 4:11-16
In the Old Testament of the Bible, there’s a story about a young woman named Esther. You may
have heard her story told before as a story of bravery and sacrifice, and that’s true! But there’s
another layer of the story I want us to look for today. As I tell you this story, I want you to wonder
about the question, “Where is God?”
Our story begins when Esther, a young girl, was chosen to become Queen of Persia.
Esther was a Jew, but most people didn’t know that. The king of Persia certainly
didn’t when he chose her to be his wife.
One of the king’s key advisors was a man named Haman. Haman was a racist
political leader plotting a mass execution of every Jew in the kingdom. Pretty scary.
But what’s even scarier is that he got the king to agree to it.
Esther’s cousin Mordecai learned about the plan and knew he had to act. He urged
Esther to speak with the king, stop the execution, and rescue the Jewish people.
Here’s what you need to know about Esther talking to the king. This wasn’t a typical conversation
with between husband and wife. No one (not even Queen Esther) was allowed to speak to the
king without his permission or invitation. Going straight to the king without his permission could
have resulted in Esther’s death, followed by the death of her people.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Esther 4:11-16.

SCRIPTURE | Esther 7:1-10
Once Esther decided to act, here’s what she did:
She approached the king carefully, inviting him to a big banquet where she would
make her request.
At the feast, instead of making her request, she invited the king to a second feast and
promised she’d make her request then.
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The next day, the king went to Esther’s second banquet, ready to hear her request.
She invited Haman too.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Esther 7:1-10.
Okay, that was pretty intense. But do you see what happened here? Haman was punished.
Justice was served. Esther, Mordecai, and their people were saved.

QUESTION | “Where was God?”
Remember that question I told you to wonder about? Now that you’ve heard the story, what do
you think? Where was God?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond. Affirm their thoughts before continuing.
Don’t feel bad if you missed this detail — a lot of people do. But I think this is one of the most
interesting things about the book of Esther. In this entire book of the Bible, God is never mentioned.
Not even once.
So where was God when the Jewish people were hurting and in danger? It’s a good question.
GOD WAS PRESENT. God is invisible. You’ve probably noticed. But just because
we can’t see God (in this book or in our lives) doesn’t mean God isn’t present. If you
read between the lines, you can see God is there. God never left or forgot the Jewish
people.
GOD WAS WORKING. All of the Bible reveals God is always on the side of the
oppressed, working for justice and against oppression. In Esther’s story, Haman was
the oppressor and God’s people, the Jews, were the oppressed. God was working to
rescue them, but all of God’s work took time.
GOD WAS WORKING THROUGH ESTHER. We see one moment in Esther’s story
where God is almost mentioned. When Mordecai tells Esther what she must do, she
asks Mordecai and her people to pray for her. God answered by giving her guidance
and strength.
Esther and God heard the cries of the Jewish people and they both had enough! But Esther could
never have done what she did on her own. We see God actively working through Esther by . . .
Placing her in a position of influence and authority, long before she ever needed it or
understood why she had been chosen.
Giving her courage in a frightening situation.
Giving her creativity to solve a difficult problem.
Rescuing her and her people when everything seemed hopeless.
But isn’t it interesting that God never tells Esther exactly what to do? As far as we know, God
doesn’t speak to Esther in any miraculous way or give her the plan. But Esther still knew what
God would have her do. How? The answer is actually pretty simple because God’s directions to
us have always been clear: “When you see someone in need, help them.”
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SCRIPTURE | I John 3:17-18
Jesus said the same thing when He was on earth. A long time after Esther, here’s what one of
Jesus’ disciples, John, wrote to his fellow Jesus-followers . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Read I John 3:17-18.
So where is God when people are hurting? This was true in Esther’s time and it’s still true for
us today:
God is present.
God is working.
God is calling you to get to work too.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
OBJECT LESSON | Heavy and Light
Think back to some of the big problems in the world we listed earlier. There’s war, hunger,
violence, lack of access to clean water or medicine, and so much more. There is so much hurt
in the world that it can begin to feel heavy.
INSTRUCTIONS: For this object lesson, you’ll need a dumbbell, a blindfold, and either a screen or
large sheets of poster board. Ask a student to volunteer to be blindfolded. Give them a dumbbell
to hold, blindfold them, and tell them to hold it out in front of them for as long as possible. As you
continue to teach, give the rest of your students a few silent messages, either on your screen or
by holding up large pieces of poster board. Tell them to keep their actions quiet and secretive as
at least one student helps in the following ways:
Gets the student a chair and helps them take a seat.
Helps hold the dumbbell.
Encourages them.
Tells them they only need to hang on for 30 more seconds.
When we see all the hurt in the world around us, we might feel like this — unable to see God
while everything that’s wrong in the world starts to feel heavier and heavier. When you feel
overwhelmed by all that’s wrong, it’s okay to ask tough questions, like where God is.
But even when we can’t see God working . . .
God answers prayers.
God changes circumstances.
God sends people to help.
God gives peace and comfort.
Sometimes it takes time, but when people are hurting, God is always present, always working,
and always sending people to help. Often, those people are you and me.
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VIDEO | A Clip from “Malak,” by Preemptive Love
Let me show you just one story of billions where, at first, it seems like there’s complete
hopelessness. Can there be any good when a little girl lives in a war zone and loses both her
parents? Where is God in a story like this one?
INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (0:00-0:30 and
2:50-3:35) of the story of a Syrian girl named Malak. For more information on how to legally use
copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!
When there are people in need, this organization has made it their mission to be “the first in and
the last to leave.” This is how God works in difficult situations.
God is always the first one in, since God is always with us.
God is always the last to leave, since God never gives up on us.
And in between, God is looking for willing people (like Esther, like this organization,
like you and me) to partner with in order to make wrong things right.

GETTING TO WORK
Although our world today is very different from Esther’s, we have a lot in common. Both then
and now, people are persecuted, hated, or needing help because of their . . .
Location on the planet.
Religious beliefs.
Culture.
Skin color.
Body shape.
Nationality.
Disability.
Physical or mental health.
And so much more.
But we don’t have to feel burdened, powerless, stuck, or confused. Like Esther, we can choose to
do something with the resources God has given us in order to help people who are hurting. Like
Esther, maybe you are alive right now, in the place you are, precisely for a time like this.
When people are hurting, you could . . .
HELP LOCALLY: Find a need close to home and do something to help alleviate
someone’s hurt. Work together! Find out what our church is already doing! Discover
a local organization or start something new!
HELP GLOBALLY: Find a need somewhere else in the world and join the fight.
Advocate! Fundraise! Support an organization doing great work!
GET EDUCATED: Read a book on your own or with friends to help you learn more
about the needs around you, what’s being done, and how you can help.
It’s true there is a lot of hurt in the world, and all of that hurt can feel pretty heavy and confusing
sometimes. So when people are hurting, where is God?
God’s still present.
God’s at work behind the scenes.
And like Esther discovered, God might be inviting you to get to work too.
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA
When people are hurting,
where is God?

THE BIBLE
Esther 4:11-16, 7:1-10; I John 3:17-18;
Proverbs 29:7

ACTIVITY

z Have you ever been frustrated by something you didn’t understand? What was it and why was it so
confusing?
z When it comes to God, what are some things people might question or be confused by?
z Have you ever felt confused by or frustrated about God? Tell us about it.
z Do you think it’s reasonable for people to have questions or doubts about God when there are big
problems in the world? Why or why not?
z What do you think is the biggest problem causing suffering in the world today? What’s your reaction
to that problem?
z When there’s a big problem in the world, why do you think God doesn’t just miraculously fix it?
z Read Proverbs 29:7. How do you think we can become more concerned with the needs of others?
z When people are hurting or in need, how do we figure out what God wants us to do about it?
z How can you help someone who is hurting or in need this week?
z How would you (honestly!) respond to the question, “Where is God when people are hurting?”

Invite students to text you some of their big questions or anonymously write them on note
cards and place them on the floor in the center of your group. Read the questions together
and see if there are any topics you might want to explore together during this series.
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA
When people are hurting,
where is God?

THE BIBLE
Esther 4:11-16, 7:1-10; I John 3:17-18;
Proverbs 29:7

ACTIVITY

z Have you ever been frustrated by something you didn’t understand? What was it and why was it so
confusing?
z When it comes to God, what are some things people might question or be confused by?
z Do you think it’s reasonable for people to have questions or doubts about God when there are big
problems in the world? Why or why not?
z Read Proverbs 29:7. How do you think we can become more concerned with the needs of others?
z When people are hurting or in need, how do we figure out what God wants us to do about it?
z How can you help someone who is hurting or in need this week?

Invite students to text you some of their big questions or anonymously write them on note
cards and place them on the floor in the center of your group. Read the questions together
and see if there are any topics you might want to explore together during this series.
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THE BIG IDEA
When people are hurting,
where is God?

THE BIBLE
Esther 4:11-16, 7:1-10; I John 3:17-18;
Proverbs 29:7

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
QUESTION | “What’s something you wish you knew?”
Questions! Everyone has them. In this new series, we’ll be looking at some of life’s most difficult
questions, like . . .
Will humans ever live on other planets?
Is there a hack to decrease wait times at amusement parks?
Will we ever cure every sickness?
Why is pizza so good?
So here’s a question to inspire more questions. What’s something you wish you knew?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond. Then share something of your own
— silly or serious.
Hopefully that question sparked your imaginations, because imagination is essential for asking
good questions.

VIDEO | A Clip of Kids Asking Weird Questions
Do you remember how imaginative you were when you were little? From creating imaginary
people, to pretending to be a superhero, princess, or astronaut, kids have great imaginations.
Maybe that’s why kids are so good at asking questions.
INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (3:20-4:00) of
Robert Downey Jr. answering interview questions from kids. For more information on how to
legally use copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!
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ACTIVITY | The TikTok Egg Challenge
Our brains are amazing, imaginative things. They allow us to wonder, get curious, and think
critically. But somethings our brains get a little stuck when they’re under pressure.
INSTRUCTIONS: For this activity, you’ll need a table and two chairs, an egg, and a small glass
bowl — and possibly some ponchos. Recreate this TikTok trend with two students or volunteers.
Place the egg underneath the container and have the two contestants sit side by side. Quickly, your
players must takes turns either tapping or lifting the container. If one player lifts the container, the
other player must stop themselves from hitting the egg. Continue until someone breaks the egg.
As brilliant as our brains are, they can get a little confused or stuck when we’re facing a challenge
(like “Don’t smash that egg!”) or a hard question (like, “Am I about to get drenched in egg yolk?”)
Of course, there are other, more serious questions too. Sometimes our big questions inspire our
imaginations and make us wonder about their answers. But other times the questions leave us
feeling stuck or confused.

POLL | Have You Ever . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: For each of the following questions, ask students to raise their hands if they can
relate. If you’d like, as a few students to tell you more after they respond to each question.
Have you ever felt stuck on an exam question? You know that feeling. You read the words to
the question over and over again, but your mind is blank. You have no idea how to respond.
Have you ever felt that way about big problems in the world? Maybe you can see an issue
in the world, but you can’t make sense of it and don’t know how to respond to it. Maybe it’s a
problem like . . .
World hunger.
People without accessible clean water.
Violence or war.
Natural disasters.
People without medical access for treatable illnesses.
Homelessness.
Addictions.
Has a problem in the world ever left you asking questions about God? Especially when we
see hurt, pain, and suffering in the world around us, we might start to wonder why God hasn’t
done anything about it.
Some of you have had this question, but you’ve stifled it because you thought you
weren’t allowed to ask. But you are!
Some of you haven’t thought about it before, and that’s okay — but this is your
invitation to engage your imagination.
The world is full of a lot of hurt, so it makes sense to wonder, “When people are hurting, where
is God?”
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SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Have you ever been frustrated by something you didn’t understand? What was it
and why was it so confusing?
When it comes to God, what are some things people might question or be
confused by?
 Have you ever felt confused by or frustrated about God? Tell us about it.

STORY | Talk about a time you wondered where God was.
Throughout human history, there has been so much pain and suffering. We’ve seen the Holocaust,
slavery, the World Wars, sex trafficking, pandemics, and so much more. It’s impossible to live in
this world without encountering tragedies like these.
If you see all these tragedies without ever wondering where God is, you might not be
paying attention.
If you’re not curious about the question because you think you know the answer, you
might want to think again.
And if your brain sometimes gets stuck on this question, don’t worry. Mine does too.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a story) about
a time a tragedy in the world made you wonder why God allowed it, or where God was. Focus on
a tragedy that impacts a large group of people — not just you.

SCRIPTURE | Esther 4:11-16
In the Old Testament of the Bible, there’s a story about a young woman named Esther. You may
have heard her story told before as a story of bravery and sacrifice, and that’s true! But there’s
another layer of the story I want us to look for today. As I tell you this story, I want you to wonder
about the question, “Where is God?”
Our story begins when Esther, a young girl, was chosen to become Queen of Persia.
Esther was a Jew, but most people didn’t know that. The king of Persia certainly
didn’t when he chose her to be his wife.
One of the king’s key advisors was a man named Haman. Haman was a racist
political leader plotting a mass execution of every Jew in the kingdom. Pretty scary.
But what’s even scarier is that he got the king to agree to it.
Esther’s cousin Mordecai learned about the plan and knew he had to act. He urged
Esther to speak with the king, stop the execution, and rescue the Jewish people.
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Here’s what you need to know about Esther talking to the king. This wasn’t a typical conversation
with between husband and wife. No one (not even Queen Esther) was allowed to speak to the
king without his permission or invitation. Going straight to the king without his permission could
have resulted in Esther’s death, followed by the death of her people.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Esther 4:11-16.

SCRIPTURE | Esther 7:1-10
Once Esther decided to act, here’s what she did:
She approached the king carefully, inviting him to a big banquet where she would
make her request.
At the feast, instead of making her request, she invited the king to a second feast and
promised she’d make her request then.
The next day, the king went to Esther’s second banquet, ready to hear her request.
She invited Haman too.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Esther 7:1-10.
Okay, that was pretty intense. But do you see what happened here? Haman was punished.
Justice was served. Esther, Mordecai, and their people were saved.

QUESTION | “Where was God?”
Remember that question I told you to wonder about? Now that you’ve heard the story, what do
you think? Where was God?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond. Affirm their thoughts before continuing.
Don’t feel bad if you missed this detail — a lot of people do. But I think this is one of the most
interesting things about the book of Esther. In this entire book of the Bible, God is never mentioned.
Not even once.
So where was God when the Jewish people were hurting and in danger? It’s a good question.
GOD WAS PRESENT. God is invisible. You’ve probably noticed. But just because
we can’t see God (in this book or in our lives) doesn’t mean God isn’t present. If you
read between the lines, you can see God is there. God never left or forgot the Jewish
people.
GOD WAS WORKING. All of the Bible reveals God is always on the side of the
oppressed, working for justice and against oppression. In Esther’s story, Haman was
the oppressor and God’s people, the Jews, were the oppressed. God was working to
rescue them, but all of God’s work took time.
GOD WAS WORKING THROUGH ESTHER. We see one moment in Esther’s story
where God is almost mentioned. When Mordecai tells Esther what she must do, she
asks Mordecai and her people to pray for her. God answered by giving her guidance
and strength.
Esther and God heard the cries of the Jewish people and they both had enough! But Esther could
never have done what she did on her own. We see God actively working through Esther by . . .
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Placing her in a position of influence and authority, long before she ever needed it or
understood why she had been chosen.
Giving her courage in a frightening situation.
Giving her creativity to solve a difficult problem.
Rescuing her and her people when everything seemed hopeless.
But isn’t it interesting that God never tells Esther exactly what to do? As far as we know, God
doesn’t speak to Esther in any miraculous way or give her the plan. But Esther still knew what
God would have her do. How? The answer is actually pretty simple because God’s directions to
us have always been clear: “When you see someone in need, help them.”

SCRIPTURE | I John 3:17-18
Jesus said the same thing when He was on earth. A long time after Esther, here’s what one of
Jesus’ disciples, John, wrote to his fellow Jesus-followers . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Read I John 3:17-18.
So where is God when people are hurting? This was true in Esther’s time and it’s still true for
us today:
God is present.
God is working.
God is calling you to get to work too.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Do you think it’s reasonable for people to have questions or doubts about God
when there are big problems in the world? Why or why not?
 What do you think is the biggest problem causing suffering in the world today?
What’s your reaction to that problem?
 When there’s a big problem in the world, why do you think God doesn’t just
miraculously fix it?

OBJECT LESSON | Heavy and Light
Think back to some of the big problems in the world we listed earlier. There’s war, hunger,
violence, lack of access to clean water or medicine, and so much more. There is so much hurt
in the world that it can begin to feel heavy.
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INSTRUCTIONS: For this object lesson, you’ll need a dumbbell, a blindfold, and either a screen or
large sheets of poster board. Ask a student to volunteer to be blindfolded. Give them a dumbbell
to hold, blindfold them, and tell them to hold it out in front of them for as long as possible. As you
continue to teach, give the rest of your students a few silent messages, either on your screen or
by holding up large pieces of poster board. Tell them to keep their actions quiet and secretive as
at least one student helps in the following ways:
Gets the student a chair and helps them take a seat.
Helps hold the dumbbell.
Encourages them.
Tells them they only need to hang on for 30 more seconds.
When we see all the hurt in the world around us, we might feel like this — unable to see God
while everything that’s wrong in the world starts to feel heavier and heavier. When you feel
overwhelmed by all that’s wrong, it’s okay to ask tough questions, like where God is.
But even when we can’t see God working . . .
God answers prayers.
God changes circumstances.
God sends people to help.
God gives peace and comfort.
Sometimes it takes time, but when people are hurting, God is always present, always working,
and always sending people to help. Often, those people are you and me.

VIDEO | A Clip from “Malak,” by Preemptive Love
Let me show you just one story of billions where, at first, it seems like there’s complete
hopelessness. Can there be any good when a little girl lives in a war zone and loses both her
parents? Where is God in a story like this one?
INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (0:00-0:30 and
2:50-3:35) of the story of a Syrian girl named Malak. For more information on how to legally use
copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!
When there are people in need, this organization has made it their mission to be “the first in and
the last to leave.” This is how God works in difficult situations.
God is always the first one in, since God is always with us.
God is always the last to leave, since God never gives up on us.
And in between, God is looking for willing people (like Esther, like this organization,
like you and me) to partner with in order to make wrong things right.

GETTING TO WORK
Although our world today is very different from Esther’s, we have a lot in common. Both then
and now, people are persecuted, hated, or needing help because of their . . .
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Location on the planet.
Religious beliefs.
Culture.
Skin color.
Body shape.
Nationality.
Disability.
Physical or mental health.
And so much more.
But we don’t have to feel burdened, powerless, stuck, or confused. Like Esther, we can choose to
do something with the resources God has given us in order to help people who are hurting. Like
Esther, maybe you are alive right now, in the place you are, precisely for a time like this.
When people are hurting, you could . . .
HELP LOCALLY: Find a need close to home and do something to help alleviate
someone’s hurt. Work together! Find out what our church is already doing! Discover
a local organization or start something new!
HELP GLOBALLY: Find a need somewhere else in the world and join the fight.
Advocate! Fundraise! Support an organization doing great work!
GET EDUCATED: Read a book on your own or with friends to help you learn more
about the needs around you, what’s being done, and how you can help.
It’s true there is a lot of hurt in the world, and all of that hurt can feel pretty heavy and confusing
sometimes. So when people are hurting, where is God?
God’s still present.
God’s at work behind the scenes.
And like Esther discovered, God might be inviting you to get to work too.

DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Read Proverbs 29:7. How do you think we can become more concerned with the
needs of others?
When people are hurting or in need, how do we figure out what God wants us to
do about it?
How can you help someone who is hurting or in need this week?
 As of today, how would you (honestly!) respond to the question, “Where is God
when people are hurting?”
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When I'm hurting, why does
God feel far away?

THE BIBLE
Psalm 22, 42:9-11; Matthew 27:39-46;
Hebrews 1:1-3a; II Corinthians 1:3-4

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
ACTIVITY | Blindfolded Beach Ball Brawl
Welcome back to I Have Questions. But before we jump into any big questions today, let’s get
warmed up with an easy one: where’s the beach ball?
INSTRUCTIONS: For this game, you’ll need a large beach ball, two blindfolds, and some open
floor space. To play, bring two students at a time to the playing area, with the rest of your students
watching from their seats or standing in a circle around the players. You can play as many rounds
as you’d like, but keep in mind the last round will have a twist to it. For at least one round, play
the game normally. Blindfold both players, toss the beachball into the playing area, and have
them (carefully) race to be the first to find and capture the beach ball by laying on it. When you’re
ready for the final round, be sure one of your players is a student you know well and who can
take a joke, because you’re going to play a light prank on them. Blindfold them first, but not their
opponent. Silently have their opponent come stand beside you. Pretend to play the game as usual
(with , but don’t toss the beach ball and leave the first player in the playing area alone. Let them
wander around looking for the ball for a little while, but then wrap it up and have them take off
their blindfold.
We’re so sorry for abandoning you like that, but if it’s any comfort . . . it was pretty funny. Now
that we’ve figured out where the beach ball is, there are some more important questions to get
to today.
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STORY | Talk about a time you felt abandoned.
Last week, we started this series by talking about how the pain and problems in the world can
sometimes leave us wondering where God is. But today I want us to get a little more personal.
Today I want to talk about how it feels when pain and problems show up in our own lives.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a student or volunteer to tell a story) about
a time you felt abandoned, either by God or by people. It doesn’t matter what the problem was —
what matters is identifying a moment when you were hurting but felt like no one was by your side.
You know that feeling when you took off your blindfold and realized, not only was there no beach
ball, but there was no one in the ring with you either?
That’s almost the feeling I’m talking about. Except here, you always knew it was just
a game. You knew you wouldn’t be looking forever. You know you’re loved and safe.
But in real life, sometimes we’ll experience hurt that makes us question if anyone
cares and wonder if we’re all alone.
Has a hurt or challenge in your own life ever left you asking questions about God? Maybe you
wonder why God hasn’t fixed it. Maybe you wonder if God even cares about you, or if God has
just abandoned you.
Whether it’s a bully at school, the loss of a friendship or loved one, an unexpected illness, or a
difficulty at home, it’s inevitable that we’ll experience some pretty deep hurt. When life is painful,
it makes sense to wonder, “When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away?”

SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
IMAGE | City Streets During the Pandemic
In March of 2020, at the start of the United States’ shut down due to the COVID-19 virus, New
York City, known for its busy streets, saw its city change nearly overnight. It sometimes seemed
like everyone had disappeared.
INSTRUCTIONS: As you teach, show two images of the same street — once before the COVID-19
pandemic and one during. Here’s a “ before” image and a “during” image of 6th Avenue in New
York City.
Everyone felt the hurt caused by the pandemic in some way. You may have . . .
Been stuck at home for a long time.
Seen family members lose their jobs.
Had an important event canceled or postponed.
Gone too long without a hug from someone you love.
Experienced fear and anxiety like you hadn’t felt before.
Or even lost a friend or family member.
Even though the whole world was impacted and hurting at the same time, so many of us felt
alone, isolated, and far away — from others, but maybe from God too.
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SCRIPTURE | Psalm 22
I don’t know about you, but I’ve sometimes thought I wasn’t allowed question God. I’ve believed
it’s sinful to doubt, shameful to be angry with God, or a sign of weak faith to have questions.
But if you open the Bible, you’ll find its pages are full of people expressing questions and
frustrations about what God does or doesn’t do when they’re hurting or in trouble.
Check out some of the words to this psalm. It’s a song written by King David, a man the Bible
calls “a man after God’s own heart.”
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Psalm 22:1-2, 6-8, 11.
These may be some of the loudest and most painful words any person could ever pray. “God,
why have you abandoned me? Why are you so far away?”

SCRIPTURE | Psalm 42:9-11
In another psalm, the author expresses something similar.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Psalm 42:9-11.
The authors of these psalms felt abandoned by God in their pain and they said so. If God didn’t
want us to be honest about those feelings, do you think these words would have made them into
the Bible? Probably not.
So what are we supposed to do in moments like these? How does the author of this psalm
manage to move from questioning God in verse 9 to trusting God would save him in verse 11?

SCRIPTURE | Matthew 27:39-46
Centuries after these psalms were first written by people who were in pain and feeling far from
God, they were quoted by someone else who was in pain and feeling far from God.
When Jesus was suffering and dying, He cried out to God and quoted these psalms. Jesus
asked, “My God, My God, why have you forsaken Me?”
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Matthew 27:39-46.
There has been a lot of discussion about why Jesus would say this. After all, He was God, so His
faith in God was perfect . . . right?
It’s thought Jesus quoted these passages to make it clear He was the Savior
humanity had been waiting for.
Many think it has to do with Jesus carrying the sins of the whole world, and how all
of that sin really did make God turn away from Jesus for a moment.
And everyone would agree Jesus spoke these words from a place of deep pain,
physically and spiritually.
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SCRIPTURE | Hebrews 1:1-3a
The psalmists asked if God had abandoned them. Jesus asked if God had abandoned Him.
Now, as I read this next passage, I want you to wonder about the question, “When I’m hurting,
why does God feel far away?” See if you can come to any conclusions.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Hebrews 1:1-3a.
Through Jesus, this passage says we know that . . .
With Jesus, God didn’t just speak through words or through prophets.
God became a human named Jesus so we could hear from God Himself.
Jesus is the exact representation of God. If you want to know what God is like, look at Jesus.
So if we want to know if God would abandon us when we’re hurting, all we need to do
is look to Jesus for an answer. When we look at Him, here’s what we see:
God isn’t far away. In Jesus, God came to earth to be close to us.
God doesn’t leave us when we’re hurting. In Jesus, God actually came to earth in
order to reach out to us.
God isn’t disconnected from our hurt. In Jesus, God lived a whole life on earth, then
suffered and died. Because of Jesus’ humanity, God understands our pain.
God doesn’t ignore our hurt. Jesus shows us God’s heart is full of compassion, care, and love
for us.
So if you’ve ever wondered, “When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away?” remember this:
Jesus does not abandon you. In fact, He does the opposite. In your pain, He’s not far away. He’s
actually reaching for you.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
VIDEO | A Clip from “Coping With Trauma As a Family,” by Beleaf in Fatherhood
If you think about everyone in this room right now, there are so many things going on in our lives
— and so much hurt. For many of you, your hurt might just be a small thing you’ll have forgotten
about in a few days. But for others, your hurt is ongoing.
No matter what kind of hurt you’re feeling right now, here’s a question. When you’re hurting, do
you ever pause and consider what you’re feeling?
When we’re hurting, it is hard to decipher all of our emotions in the moment. We
might feel angry, sad, anxious, tired, lonely . . .
But when we pause, God is better able to meet us where we are, help us see what
we’re feeling, and then meet us there.
When we’re hurting, I imagine God responds to us like this dad responded to his baby.
INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (1:10-1:45 and
2:53-3:53) of a dad teaching his crying daughter to pause and breathe. For more information on
how to legally use copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!
Just like this dad, God knows it’s not surface-level struggles that cause our meltdowns. It’s
piled-up hurts — little things and big things, like . . .
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A fight with a friend.
Tension at home.
A disappointing performance or grade.
Insecurities.
Often feeling lonely or out of place.
An embarrassing moment you can’t stop thinking about.
A secret fear or struggle few people know about.
When life hurts, it takes time for us to sort things out. But God is there with us, like the dad in this
video, ready to hold us, help us breathe, and teach us to work through the pain.

RESPONSE | Pause and . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Before your teaching time, print and cut the handouts provided in your Week 2
folder on card stock. Place one under each seat, along with a pen.
In that video we just watched, that dad did a lot of things right, but did you notice where it all
started? It started with a pause.
When we’re hurting, it’s not always easy to remember or believe God is with us, but here are
some practical ways we can try to remind ourselves of what’s true. Write down one, or two,
or three of these things you think could help you next time you’re hurt, frustrated, or feeling
abandoned by God. Pause and then . . .
TAKE A MINUTE: Collect yourself. Find a place to be alone and silent.
BREATHE: Literally. With each breath in, tell God how you feel. With each breath out,
ask for God’s help.
MOVE: Go for a walk in the park or around your neighborhood — somewhere you can
get away from noise and distractions. Talk to God while you walk.
JOURNAL: You don’t need to write in a journal every day if that’s not your thing, but
see what kind of a difference it can make to write out your thoughts (either by hand
or on your phone) once every few days. Write what you’re feeling, thinking, wrestling
with, or praying about. You might find that slowing down long enough to write out
your thoughts is already a step in the right direction.
GO TO YOUR FRIENDS: When you’re hurting or questioning God, don’t do it alone.
Instead of isolating, engage even more deeply with your friends who are trying to
follow Jesus. Text each other. Pray for each other. Encourage each other.
GO TO GOD. Open the Bible, start a new reading plan, or just simply pray — because,
remember, God isn’t far away, even when it feels like it. God is always available to
you.

MUSIC | “Our Psalm 23” (Common Hymnal)
When we read from the psalms a few minutes ago, we read some passages of frustration, fear,
and doubt. But the same psalmists who wrote those words also wrote words filled with trust
and praise.
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Sometimes, when we’re feeling like God is far away, the best thing we can do is to
reach out through prayer or worship. When we do, we always find God was reaching
for us first.
As we sing, tell God how much you believe these words. And if you’re not sure if you
do or not, ask God to help you believe them.
INSTRUCTIONS: Play the song “Our Psalm 23” (Common Hyman) or a song like it, but make sure
you have purchased any licenses required to do so. For more information, read this! Here’s a link
to preview the song for your personal use.
Remember, you’re not alone if you’ve ever asked the question, “When I’m hurting, why does
God feel far away?” The authors of the psalms asked the same question. So did Jesus. So have
I. So have many people in this room.
I hope you’re able to leave today believing a little more strongly that God is always close. But it’s
okay if you’re still wondering and understandable if you’re still hurting. Just remember . . .
God isn’t angry at you for having questions.
God isn’t disappointed in you for having feelings.
God isn’t fazed when you wonder if God has abandoned you.
Whatever you’re feeling, thinking, wondering, or questioning, God can handle it.
In your pain, God hasn’t left you. Jesus is present, He understands, He loves you, and He’s
reaching out for you too.
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA

When I'm hurting, why does
God feel far away?

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Psalm 22, 42:9-11; Matthew 27:39-46;
Hebrews 1:1-3a; II Corinthians 1:3-4

How many hours in a row could you spend with your best friends before you got sick of each other?
Has a friend ever stuck by you during a hard time? What happened?
Have you ever gone through a hard time but felt like you were all alone? Why did you feel that way?
What are some examples of hard times that could make someone feel abandoned by other people?
What about by God?
Why do you think the question, “God, why have you forsaken me?” is in the Bible?
When we’re hurting, what does Jesus reveal to us about what God is like?
Have you ever felt like God was far away? What happened and why did you feel that way?
When life gets hard, what are some things that help you pause and remember God is near?
Read II Corinthians 1:3-4. This week, which do you need most: to be comforted or to comfort
someone else? Why is that?
How would you (honestly!) respond to the question, “When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away?”

ACTIVITY

z

THE BIBLE

On note cards, ask everyone to write one difficult thing they're going through (or have gone
through). They don't need to write their names, but they can! Exchange cards randomly and
commit to praying for each other during the week.
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA

When I'm hurting, why does
God feel far away?

THE BIBLE
Psalm 22, 42:9-11; Matthew 27:39-46;
Hebrews 1:1-3a; II Corinthians 1:3-4

ACTIVITY

z How many hours in a row could you spend with your best friends before you got sick of each other?
z Has a friend ever stuck by you during a hard time? What happened?
z What are some examples of hard times that could make someone feel abandoned by other people?
What about by God?
z When we’re hurting, what does Jesus reveal to us about what God is like?
z Have you ever felt like God was far away? What happened and why did you feel that way?
z Read II Corinthians 1:3-4. This week, which do you need most: to be comforted or to comfort
someone else? Why is that?
On note cards, ask everyone to write one difficult thing they're going through (or have gone
through). They don't need to write their names, but they can! Exchange cards randomly and
commit to praying for each other during the week.
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THE BIG IDEA

When I'm hurting, why does
God feel far away?

THE BIBLE
Psalm 22, 42:9-11; Matthew 27:39-46;
Hebrews 1:1-3a; II Corinthians 1:3-4

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
ACTIVITY | Blindfolded Beach Ball Brawl
Welcome back to I Have Questions. But before we jump into any big questions today, let’s get
warmed up with an easy one: where’s the beach ball?
INSTRUCTIONS: For this game, you’ll need a large beach ball, two blindfolds, and some open
floor space. To play, bring two students at a time to the playing area, with the rest of your students
watching from their seats or standing in a circle around the players. You can play as many rounds
as you’d like, but keep in mind the last round will have a twist to it. For at least one round, play
the game normally. Blindfold both players, toss the beachball into the playing area, and have
them (carefully) race to be the first to find and capture the beach ball by laying on it. When you’re
ready for the final round, be sure one of your players is a student you know well and who can
take a joke, because you’re going to play a light prank on them. Blindfold them first, but not their
opponent. Silently have their opponent come stand beside you. Pretend to play the game as usual
(with , but don’t toss the beach ball and leave the first player in the playing area alone. Let them
wander around looking for the ball for a little while, but then wrap it up and have them take off
their blindfold.
We’re so sorry for abandoning you like that, but if it’s any comfort . . . it was pretty funny. Now
that we’ve figured out where the beach ball is, there are some more important questions to get
to today.
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DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
How many hours in a row could you spend with your best friends before you got
sick of each other?
Has a friend ever stuck by you during a hard time? What happened?

STORY | Talk about a time you felt abandoned.
Last week, we started this series by talking about how the pain and problems in the world can
sometimes leave us wondering where God is. But today I want us to get a little more personal.
Today I want to talk about how it feels when pain and problems show up in our own lives.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a student or volunteer to tell a story) about
a time you felt abandoned, either by God or by people. It doesn’t matter what the problem was —
what matters is identifying a moment when you were hurting but felt like no one was by your side.
You know that feeling when you took off your blindfold and realized, not only was there no beach
ball, but there was no one in the ring with you either?
That’s almost the feeling I’m talking about. Except here, you always knew it was just
a game. You knew you wouldn’t be looking forever. You know you’re loved and safe.
But in real life, sometimes we’ll experience hurt that makes us question if anyone
cares and wonder if we’re all alone.
Has a hurt or challenge in your own life ever left you asking questions about God? Maybe you
wonder why God hasn’t fixed it. Maybe you wonder if God even cares about you, or if God has
just abandoned you.
Whether it’s a bully at school, the loss of a friendship or loved one, an unexpected illness, or a
difficulty at home, it’s inevitable that we’ll experience some pretty deep hurt. When life is painful,
it makes sense to wonder, “When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away?”

SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
 Have you ever gone through a hard time but felt like you were all alone? Why did
you feel that way?
What are some examples of hard times that could make someone feel abandoned
by other people? What about by God?
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IMAGE | City Streets During the Pandemic
In March of 2020, at the start of the United States’ shut down due to the COVID-19 virus, New
York City, known for its busy streets, saw its city change nearly overnight. It sometimes seemed
like everyone had disappeared.
INSTRUCTIONS: As you teach, show two images of the same street — once before the COVID-19
pandemic and one during. Here’s a “ before” image and a “during” image of 6th Avenue in New
York City.
Everyone felt the hurt caused by the pandemic in some way. You may have . . .
Been stuck at home for a long time.
Seen family members lose their jobs.
Had an important event canceled or postponed.
Gone too long without a hug from someone you love.
Experienced fear and anxiety like you hadn’t felt before.
Or even lost a friend or family member.
Even though the whole world was impacted and hurting at the same time, so many of us felt
alone, isolated, and far away — from others, but maybe from God too.

SCRIPTURE | Psalm 22
I don’t know about you, but I’ve sometimes thought I wasn’t allowed question God. I’ve believed
it’s sinful to doubt, shameful to be angry with God, or a sign of weak faith to have questions.
But if you open the Bible, you’ll find its pages are full of people expressing questions and
frustrations about what God does or doesn’t do when they’re hurting or in trouble.
Check out some of the words to this psalm. It’s a song written by King David, a man the Bible
calls “a man after God’s own heart.”
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Psalm 22:1-2, 6-8, 11.
These may be some of the loudest and most painful words any person could ever pray. “God,
why have you abandoned me? Why are you so far away?”

SCRIPTURE | Psalm 42:9-11
In another psalm, the author expresses something similar.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Psalm 42:9-11.
The authors of these psalms felt abandoned by God in their pain and they said so. If God didn’t
want us to be honest about those feelings, do you think these words would have made them into
the Bible? Probably not.
So what are we supposed to do in moments like these? How does the author of this psalm
manage to move from questioning God in verse 9 to trusting God would save him in verse 11?
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SCRIPTURE | Matthew 27:39-46
Centuries after these psalms were first written by people who were in pain and feeling far from
God, they were quoted by someone else who was in pain and feeling far from God.
When Jesus was suffering and dying, He cried out to God and quoted these psalms. Jesus
asked, “My God, My God, why have you forsaken Me?”
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Matthew 27:39-46.
There has been a lot of discussion about why Jesus would say this. After all, He was God, so His
faith in God was perfect . . . right?
It’s thought Jesus quoted these passages to make it clear He was the Savior
humanity had been waiting for.
Many think it has to do with Jesus carrying the sins of the whole world, and how all
of that sin really did make God turn away from Jesus for a moment.
And everyone would agree Jesus spoke these words from a place of deep pain,
physically and spiritually.

DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
 Why do you think the question, “God, why have you forsaken me?” is in the Bible?
When we’re hurting, what does Jesus reveal to us about what God is like?

SCRIPTURE | Hebrews 1:1-3a
The psalmists asked if God had abandoned them. Jesus asked if God had abandoned Him.
Now, as I read this next passage, I want you to wonder about the question, “When I’m hurting,
why does God feel far away?” See if you can come to any conclusions.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Hebrews 1:1-3a.
Through Jesus, this passage says we know that . . .
With Jesus, God didn’t just speak through words or through prophets.
God became a human named Jesus so we could hear from God Himself.
Jesus is the exact representation of God. If you want to know what God is like, look at Jesus.
So if we want to know if God would abandon us when we’re hurting, all we need to do
is look to Jesus for an answer. When we look at Him, here’s what we see:
God isn’t far away. In Jesus, God came to earth to be close to us.
God doesn’t leave us when we’re hurting. In Jesus, God actually came to earth in
order to reach out to us.
God isn’t disconnected from our hurt. In Jesus, God lived a whole life on earth, then
suffered and died. Because of Jesus’ humanity, God understands our pain.
God doesn’t ignore our hurt. Jesus shows us God’s heart is full of compassion, care, and love
for us.
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So if you’ve ever wondered, “When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away?” remember this:
Jesus does not abandon you. In fact, He does the opposite. In your pain, He’s not far away. He’s
actually reaching for you.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
VIDEO | A Clip from “Coping With Trauma As a Family,” by Beleaf in Fatherhood
If you think about everyone in this room right now, there are so many things going on in our lives
— and so much hurt. For many of you, your hurt might just be a small thing you’ll have forgotten
about in a few days. But for others, your hurt is ongoing.
No matter what kind of hurt you’re feeling right now, here’s a question. When you’re hurting, do
you ever pause and consider what you’re feeling?
When we’re hurting, it is hard to decipher all of our emotions in the moment. We
might feel angry, sad, anxious, tired, lonely . . .
But when we pause, God is better able to meet us where we are, help us see what
we’re feeling, and then meet us there.
When we’re hurting, I imagine God responds to us like this dad responded to his baby.
INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (1:10-1:45 and
2:53-3:53) of a dad teaching his crying daughter to pause and breathe. For more information on
how to legally use copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!
Just like this dad, God knows it’s not surface-level struggles that cause our meltdowns. It’s
piled-up hurts — little things and big things, like . . .
A fight with a friend.
Tension at home.
A disappointing performance or grade.
Insecurities.
Often feeling lonely or out of place.
An embarrassing moment you can’t stop thinking about.
A secret fear or struggle few people know about.
When life hurts, it takes time for us to sort things out. But God is there with us, like the dad in this
video, ready to hold us, help us breathe, and teach us to work through the pain.

RESPONSE | Pause and . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Before your teaching time, print and cut the handouts provided in your Week 2
folder on card stock. Place one under each seat, along with a pen.
In that video we just watched, that dad did a lot of things right, but did you notice where it all
started? It started with a pause.
When we’re hurting, it’s not always easy to remember or believe God is with us, but here are
some practical ways we can try to remind ourselves of what’s true. Write down one, or two,
or three of these things you think could help you next time you’re hurt, frustrated, or feeling
abandoned by God. Pause and then . . .
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TAKE A MINUTE: Collect yourself. Find a place to be alone and silent.
BREATHE: Literally. With each breath in, tell God how you feel. With each breath out,
ask for God’s help.
MOVE: Go for a walk in the park or around your neighborhood — somewhere you can
get away from noise and distractions. Talk to God while you walk.
JOURNAL: You don’t need to write in a journal every day if that’s not your thing, but
see what kind of a difference it can make to write out your thoughts (either by hand
or on your phone) once every few days. Write what you’re feeling, thinking, wrestling
with, or praying about. You might find that slowing down long enough to write out
your thoughts is already a step in the right direction.
GO TO YOUR FRIENDS: When you’re hurting or questioning God, don’t do it alone.
Instead of isolating, engage even more deeply with your friends who are trying to
follow Jesus. Text each other. Pray for each other. Encourage each other.
GO TO GOD. Open the Bible, start a new reading plan, or just simply pray — because,
remember, God isn’t far away, even when it feels like it. God is always available to you.

DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Have you ever felt like God was far away? What happened and why did you feel
that way?
 When life gets hard, what are some things that help you pause and remember
God is near?
Read II Corinthians 1:3-4. This week, which do you need most: to be comforted
or to comfort someone else? Why is that?
 As of today, how would you (honestly!) respond to the question, “When I’m
hurting, why does God feel far away?”

MUSIC | “Our Psalm 23” (Common Hymnal)
When we read from the psalms a few minutes ago, we read some passages of frustration, fear,
and doubt. But the same psalmists who wrote those words also wrote words filled with trust
and praise.
Sometimes, when we’re feeling like God is far away, the best thing we can do is to
reach out through prayer or worship. When we do, we always find God was reaching
for us first.
As we sing, tell God how much you believe these words. And if you’re not sure if you
do or not, ask God to help you believe them.
INSTRUCTIONS: Play the song “Our Psalm 23” (Common Hyman) or a song like it, but make sure
you have purchased any licenses required to do so. For more information, read this! Here’s a link
to preview the song for your personal use.
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Remember, you’re not alone if you’ve ever asked the question, “When I’m hurting, why does
God feel far away?” The authors of the psalms asked the same question. So did Jesus. So have
I. So have many people in this room.
I hope you’re able to leave today believing a little more strongly that God is always close. But it’s
okay if you’re still wondering and understandable if you’re still hurting. Just remember . . .
God isn’t angry at you for having questions.
God isn’t disappointed in you for having feelings.
God isn’t fazed when you wonder if God has abandoned you.
Whatever you’re feeling, thinking, wondering, or questioning, God can handle it.
In your pain, God hasn’t left you. Jesus is present, He understands, He loves you, and He’s
reaching out for you too.
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THE BIG IDEA

If God is good, why do bad
things happen?

THE BIBLE
Amos 5:10-15; Revelation 21:1-5a;
Psalm 32:5

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
ACTIVITY | Giant Icebreaker Jenga
Welcome back to I Have Questions! Let’s kick things off with some questions about you.
INSTRUCTIONS: For this game, you’ll need a Giant Jenga set, tape, and index cards. On each
index card, write an icebreaker question and tape one card to each block. For a list of icebreaker
questions, check out the free Grow Games and Icebreakers App, or come up with your own! Play
a game of Jenga using the traditional rules, but whenever someone removes a block, they must
answer the question written on the block. To turn this into a competition, set up two Giant Jenga
towers and put a 30-second time limit on every round. In that timeframe, players must remove
a block, answer the question, and put the block back on the tower — if they run out of time, their
team must take an extra turn. The team whose tower remains standing longest is the winner.
Leave the fallen tower where it is or move the pieces to the front of the room to use in an Object
Lesson later.
In every game of Jenga, it’s easy to blame the player who went last, right? But the truth is, their
move was simply the last move in a series of moves. Before they ever took their turn, a ton of
people had already taken theirs. Each move weakened the tower a tiny bit more, until — bam!
Suddenly (or not-so-suddenly) everything fell apart.
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STORY | Talk about a time something bad (but predictable) happened to you.
When bad things happen, they often feel unexpected, like a Jenga tower suddenly falling. But
sometimes, when we dig a little deeper, we begin to see those things aren’t as unexplainable as
we first thought.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a story) about
a time when a chain reaction of events led to something unfortunate happening. You might talk
about the time you got injured hiking because of worn out gear, or your car died on an important
day because you never got the oil changed, or your friend blew up at you because of a series of
misunderstandings. Begin the story by telling about the “sudden” crisis. Then back up and explain
the events that led to it.

POLL | Have You Ever . . .
There are plenty of things that happen to us every day that are annoying, frustrating, or maybe
even sad. But every so often, something really bad happens, either in our personal lives or in the
world around us.
Some “bad things” happen and there’s no one to blame. Things like natural disasters,
death, and illness are tragic and painful, but they’re also a natural part of life on Earth.
We humans all experience pain, loss, age, and death. Because there’s no one to
blame, those things can be feel unfair and confusing, so we blame God.
Other “bad things” occur because of people’s actions, like crime, abuse, mass
shootings, terrorism, and war. These things have pretty obvious causes, but we still
wonder why God would let them happen.
And there are some “bad things” that leave us unsure of their cause or who exactly
is to blame — things like poverty, racism, inequality, division, and unrest. Why would
God let these things happen too?
INSTRUCTIONS: For each of the following questions, ask students to raise their hands if they
can relate. If you’d like, ask a few students to tell you more after they respond to each question.
Have any of these “bad things” ever happened to you?
Have you ever seen one of these bad things happen to someone else?
Did any of those things seem to have happened for no reason at all?
Have you ever wondered, “Why would God let that happen?”
A lot of bad things happen in the world and in our lives — from national tragedies, to natural
disasters, to personal loss, to senseless violence and destruction. When these things happen, it
makes sense to wonder, “If God is good, why do bad things happen?”

SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
IMAGES | Headlines About a Local Tragedy
INSTRUCTIONS: Identify a tragedy your students would know about, but (unless you’ve prepared
them in advance) not a tragedy any of them are personally connected to. Show screenshots of
relevant headlines as you explain what happened.
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When this happened, a lot of people asked questions like, “Why did this happen? Was it God’s
will? Did God make it happen? Why didn’t God stop it? How can God really be good if these bad
things keep happening?”

SCRIPTURE | Amos 5:10-15
We’re not the only ones who’ve ever wondered why God lets bad things happen. You can see this
question addressed all over Scripture — from the ancient prophets like Amos all the way to the
very last page of the Bible.
Prophets like Amos are people who were picked by God to tell others what God had
to say. This task was often difficult. Most of the time, these prophets had to say
things people didn’t want to hear.
In Amos, God spoke to the nation of Israel at a time when Israel was experiencing all
sorts of terrible disasters, like droughts, famines, war, and injustice.
The people of Israel may have wanted God to give them an explanation (or even an
apology) because of all the bad things happening around them, but instead, God
says this . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Amos 5:10-15.
Amos’ words may not help us understand why death, illness, or natural disasters occur, but
Amos can help us understand why human-made tragedies and injustices happen, and what
God has to say about it.
First, Amos calls out God’s people for their evil actions and refusal to follow God.
He says they . . .
Turned their backs on God.
Were hypocrites.
Acted with greed and selfishness.
Took advantage of the poor and vulnerable.
Abused and oppressed others.
Allowed injustice to continue.
Every wrong they did was like another Jenga piece they pulled from their own tower. He’s warning
them, “The tragedies happening around you have nothing to do with God’s goodness. They have
everything to do with your wickedness.”
But Amos doesn’t leave them there. He calls God’s people to choose goodness, justice, and love
instead — because, if they don’t, everything will fall apart.
So how can bad things coexist with a good God? The answer often has more to do with the notso-goodness of people than it does with the goodness of God.
People are often cruel, unjust, and violent. That’s what happens when sinful people
have free will. People often do bad things to each other.
Amos’ words challenge us to consider whether we (God’s people) are guilty of harming
others. If we believe God is good, then our lives should display God’s goodness to
others. When we fail to do that, we have to be honest about how we’ve contributed
to the hurt and pain around us, and then make it right.
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As God’s people, we’re called to right wrongs when bad things happen. It’s not
enough to simply wish away suffering or wait for God to handle it. We must ask why
that suffering exists and do something to address it — especially if we caused it or
helped it continue.
When bad things happen, people always want to know, “Why did God let this happen?” But God
asks us a different question: “Why did My people let this happen?”

SCRIPTURE | Revelation 21:1-5a
When some people ask how God can be good when so many bad things are happening in the
world, they assume:
If God is good, God doesn’t want bad things to happen.
If God doesn’t want bad things to happen, God would stop them from happening.
So if God doesn’t stop bad things from happening, it means God isn’t good.
But the Bible tells us a different story. In the book of Revelation, we’re reminded just how good
our God truly is and just how much God wants wrong things to be made right.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Revelation 21:1-5a.
Here, God is no longer only talking about the bad things that happen in the world because of
human cruelty. In this passage, God is also talking about the hurt we feel from natural causes.
One day, God promises there will be:
No more death.
No more mourning.
No more pain.
God will one day end all pain for all of God’s people. Someday, “bad things” will no longer happen
at all. But in the meantime, God has chosen to work through you, me, and anyone who follows
Jesus to help bring goodness and healing when bad things do happen.
So, “If God is good, why do bad things happen?”
Bad things happen because people are cruel (sometimes, even God’s people).
But God is still good.
God has a plan to one day right every wrong.
And in the meantime, God is calling us to help right the wrongs around us, and within us.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
OBJECT LESSON | Rebuilding What Is Broken
When people choose not to love God and their neighbors, bad things happen. Sometimes those
things may only impact a few people. Other times, people’s bad choices affect countless people.
INSTRUCTIONS: Collect the blocks from your fallen Jenga tower and begin to rebuild it as you
teach.
In the book of Amos, Jesus hadn’t arrived on the scene yet. In the book of Revelation, we hear
Jesus will one day return to right every wrong. Somewhere in between Amos and Revelation
came Jesus, and after Jesus came the Church.
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When I say “the Church,” I don’t mean a building or Sunday services. I mean the Body
of Christ — followers of Jesus all over the world.
The mission of the Church is to share the good news of Jesus throughout the whole
world. We can do that, in part, with our words, but we can also do it with our actions
when we make wrong things right in Jesus’ name.
When bad things happen, the Church can do better than insisting, “God is good,” without ever
showing people God’s goodness with our actions. The Church has a responsibility to be part of
the solution.
When someone experiences a loss or illness, the Church should come alongside
them as a support.
When natural disasters strike, the Church should have money and supplies prepared
to help.
When injustice leaves a community impoverished, the Church should be finding
ways to help support them.
When someone is experiencing homelessness, the Church should provide them
with food and clothes.
When we see injustice in the world, we can’t throw up our hands, get overwhelmed,
or look the other way. The Church should be working to understand how that Jenga
tower of injustice was built and then working to repair it.
When the Church discovers it has hurt people, or failed to help people when they’re
hurt, the Church should be quick to ask forgiveness and make things right with the
people we’ve hurt or overlooked.

RESPONSE | What You’ll Rebuild
INSTRUCTIONS: Give every student a single Jenga block and a permanent marker. Encourage
them to write a word or phrase (like “rebuild,” “hate evil,” “love what is good,” or “where are God’s
people?”), a passage of Scripture, an action step they want to take, or an injustice they want to
dismantle on their block and carry it around as a reminder during the week.
As the Church and individuals, we have to take Amos’ words seriously: “Hate evil, love what is
good.”
LOOK TO GOD: Thank God for being good, even when things are not. Ask God to
help you be more aware of the bad things happening in the world and in the lives of
others. Then ask for wisdom and courage to help address those things.
LOOK WITHIN: Ask God to examine your heart and mind and show you the ways
you’ve caused others harm. Ask how you’ve failed to show God’s goodness to others,
or ignored injustice around you, or participated in hurtful or unjust things. Then ask
how you can help make it right.
LOOK AHEAD: Think about how you (and the Church) can partner with God to
dismantle evil and rebuild goodness — not just when something tragic happens, but
every day, because there is always more work to do. What can you do? What can you
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learn more about? Who can you partner with? What new thing might you be able to
start? Maybe it has to do with . . .
Poverty or hunger, either globally or locally.
Racism or other forms of prejudice and oppression.
A friend who’s hurting.
Someone who’s being bullied.
Recovery after a natural disaster.
Comfort for people who are mourning or terminally ill.
Or whatever else God puts on your heart.
Even if you’ve never asked the question, “If God is good, why do bad things happen,” you know
someone who has.
With so much evil in the world, and so many things that cause us pain, the world
needs hope — and there is hope, in the good news of Jesus, and God’s promise to
one day make wrong things right.
Now it’s up to God’s people to show the world God’s goodness through our words and
actions. When we do, it’s easier to see just how good God is, even when everything
has fallen apart.
Over and over in Scripture, we see this is true: God loves us, God has a plan to make wrong
things right, and God’s people are part of that plan. So the next time you wonder, “If God is good,
why do bad things happen?” remember to ask a new question: “When bad things happen, how
can we show the world God’s goodness?”
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA

If God is good, why do bad
things happen?
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Amos 5:10-15; Revelation 21:1-5a;
Psalm 32:5

What’s one really dumb way you’ve accidentally injured yourself?
What’s something bad that happened to you that you probably could have avoided?
Have you ever seen something really bad happen, seemingly for no reason? What happened?
What are some of the causes of the bad things we just mentioned?
What was Amos’ message to God’s people? Why is it a message we still need to hear today?
Name one bad thing that has happened in the world recently. How do you think God’s people should
have responded? Did we respond that way?
Read Psalm 32:5. Have you hurt someone recently, or failed to help someone when they were
hurting? What can you do to make it right?
What’s one way people are hurting right now because of other people’s cruelty? How can you (or
we) show them God’s goodness?
What’s one way people are hurting right now because of tragedies that weren’t anyone’s fault? How
can you (or we) show them God’s goodness?
How would you (honestly) respond to the question, “If God is good, why do bad things happen?”

ACTIVITY

z

THE BIBLE

While building a Jenga tower, identify a specific injustice or tragedy your group is familiar with. Play a
few rounds while trying to answer the question, "How did this happen?" Each time you remove a block,
name something that could have led to that injustice or tragedy occurring. When the tower falls, rebuild
it by naming something the Church can do with each block you replace.
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA

If God is good, why do bad
things happen?

THE BIBLE
Amos 5:10-15; Revelation 21:1-5a;
Psalm 32:5

ACTIVITY

z What’s one really dumb way you’ve accidentally injured yourself?
z Have you ever seen something really bad happen, seemingly for no reason? What happened?
z Name one bad thing that has happened in the world recently. How do you think God’s people should
have responded? Did we respond that way?
z Read Psalm 32:5. Have you hurt someone recently, or failed to help someone when they were
hurting? What can you do to make it right?
z What’s one way people are hurting right now because of other people’s cruelty? How can you (or
we) show them God’s goodness?
z What’s one way people are hurting right now because of tragedies that weren’t anyone’s fault? How
can you (or we) show them God’s goodness?

While building a Jenga tower, identify a specific injustice or tragedy your group is familiar with. Play a
few rounds while trying to answer the question, "How did this happen?" Each time you remove a block,
name something that could have led to that injustice or tragedy occurring. When the tower falls, rebuild
it by naming something the Church can do with each block you replace.
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THE BIG IDEA

If God is good, why do bad
things happen?

THE BIBLE
Amos 5:10-15; Revelation 21:1-5a;
Psalm 32:5

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
ACTIVITY | Giant Icebreaker Jenga
Welcome back to I Have Questions! Let’s kick things off with some questions about you.
INSTRUCTIONS: For this game, you’ll need a Giant Jenga set, tape, and index cards. On each
index card, write an icebreaker question and tape one card to each block. For a list of icebreaker
questions, check out the free Grow Games and Icebreakers App, or come up with your own! Play
a game of Jenga using the traditional rules, but whenever someone removes a block, they must
answer the question written on the block. To turn this into a competition, set up two Giant Jenga
towers and put a 30-second time limit on every round. In that timeframe, players must remove
a block, answer the question, and put the block back on the tower — if they run out of time, their
team must take an extra turn. The team whose tower remains standing longest is the winner.
Leave the fallen tower where it is or move the pieces to the front of the room to use in an Object
Lesson later.
In every game of Jenga, it’s easy to blame the player who went last, right? But the truth is, their
move was simply the last move in a series of moves. Before they ever took their turn, a ton of
people had already taken theirs. Each move weakened the tower a tiny bit more, until — bam!
Suddenly (or not-so-suddenly) everything fell apart.
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DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
What’s one really dumb way you’ve accidentally injured yourself?
 What’s something bad that happened to you that you probably could have
avoided?

STORY | Talk about a time something bad (but predictable) happened to you.
When bad things happen, they often feel unexpected, like a Jenga tower suddenly falling. But
sometimes, when we dig a little deeper, we begin to see those things aren’t as unexplainable as
we first thought.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a story) about
a time when a chain reaction of events led to something unfortunate happening. You might talk
about the time you got injured hiking because of worn out gear, or your car died on an important
day because you never got the oil changed, or your friend blew up at you because of a series of
misunderstandings. Begin the story by telling about the “sudden” crisis. Then back up and explain
the events that led to it.

POLL | Have You Ever . . .
There are plenty of things that happen to us every day that are annoying, frustrating, or maybe
even sad. But every so often, something really bad happens, either in our personal lives or in the
world around us.
Some “bad things” happen and there’s no one to blame. Things like natural disasters,
death, and illness are tragic and painful, but they’re also a natural part of life on Earth.
We humans all experience pain, loss, age, and death. Because there’s no one to
blame, those things can be feel unfair and confusing, so we blame God.
Other “bad things” occur because of people’s actions, like crime, abuse, mass
shootings, terrorism, and war. These things have pretty obvious causes, but we still
wonder why God would let them happen.
And there are some “bad things” that leave us unsure of their cause or who exactly
is to blame — things like poverty, racism, inequality, division, and unrest. Why would
God let these things happen too?
INSTRUCTIONS: For each of the following questions, ask students to raise their hands if they
can relate. If you’d like, ask a few students to tell you more after they respond to each question.
Have any of these “bad things” ever happened to you?
Have you ever seen one of these bad things happen to someone else?
Did any of those things seem to have happened for no reason at all?
Have you ever wondered, “Why would God let that happen?”
A lot of bad things happen in the world and in our lives — from national tragedies, to natural
disasters, to personal loss, to senseless violence and destruction. When these things happen, it
makes sense to wonder, “If God is good, why do bad things happen?”
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SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
IMAGES | Headlines About a Local Tragedy
INSTRUCTIONS: Identify a tragedy your students would know about, but (unless you’ve prepared
them in advance) not a tragedy any of them are personally connected to. Show screenshots of
relevant headlines as you explain what happened.
When this happened, a lot of people asked questions like, “Why did this happen? Was it God’s
will? Did God make it happen? Why didn’t God stop it? How can God really be good if these bad
things keep happening?”

SCRIPTURE | Amos 5:10-15
We’re not the only ones who’ve ever wondered why God lets bad things happen. You can see this
question addressed all over Scripture — from the ancient prophets like Amos all the way to the
very last page of the Bible.
Prophets like Amos are people who were picked by God to tell others what God had
to say. This task was often difficult. Most of the time, these prophets had to say
things people didn’t want to hear.
In Amos, God spoke to the nation of Israel at a time when Israel was experiencing all
sorts of terrible disasters, like droughts, famines, war, and injustice.
The people of Israel may have wanted God to give them an explanation (or even an
apology) because of all the bad things happening around them, but instead, God
says this . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Amos 5:10-15.
Amos’ words may not help us understand why death, illness, or natural disasters occur, but
Amos can help us understand why human-made tragedies and injustices happen, and what
God has to say about it.
First, Amos calls out God’s people for their evil actions and refusal to follow God. He says they
...
Turned their backs on God.
Were hypocrites.
Acted with greed and selfishness.
Took advantage of the poor and vulnerable.
Abused and oppressed others.
Allowed injustice to continue.
Every wrong they did was like another Jenga piece they pulled from their own tower. He’s warning
them, “The tragedies happening around you have nothing to do with God’s goodness. They have
everything to do with your wickedness.”
But Amos doesn’t leave them there. He calls God’s people to choose goodness, justice, and love
instead — because, if they don’t, everything will fall apart.
So how can bad things coexist with a good God? The answer often has more to do with the notso-goodness of people than it does with the goodness of God.
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People are often cruel, unjust, and violent. That’s what happens when sinful people
have free will. People often do bad things to each other.
Amos’ words challenge us to consider whether we (God’s people) are guilty of harming
others. If we believe God is good, then our lives should display God’s goodness to
others. When we fail to do that, we have to be honest about how we’ve contributed
to the hurt and pain around us, and then make it right.
As God’s people, we’re called to right wrongs when bad things happen. It’s not
enough to simply wish away suffering or wait for God to handle it. We must ask why
that suffering exists and do something to address it — especially if we caused it or
helped it continue.
When bad things happen, people always want to know, “Why did God let this happen?” But God
asks us a different question: “Why did My people let this happen?”

DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Have you ever seen something really bad happen, seemingly for no reason? What
happened?
 What are some of the causes of the bad things we just mentioned?
 What was Amos’ message to God’s people? Why is it a message we still need to
hear today?

SCRIPTURE | Revelation 21:1-5a
When some people ask how God can be good when so many bad things are happening in the
world, they assume:
If God is good, God doesn’t want bad things to happen.
If God doesn’t want bad things to happen, God would stop them from happening.
So if God doesn’t stop bad things from happening, it means God isn’t good.
But the Bible tells us a different story. In the book of Revelation, we’re reminded just how good
our God truly is and just how much God wants wrong things to be made right.
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Revelation 21:1-5a.
Here, God is no longer only talking about the bad things that happen in the world because of
human cruelty. In this passage, God is also talking about the hurt we feel from natural causes.
One day, God promises there will be:
No more death.
No more mourning.
No more pain.
God will one day end all pain for all of God’s people. Someday, “bad things” will no longer happen
at all. But in the meantime, God has chosen to work through you, me, and anyone who follows
Jesus to help bring goodness and healing when bad things do happen.
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So, “If God is good, why do bad things happen?”
Bad things happen because people are cruel (sometimes, even God’s people).
But God is still good.
God has a plan to one day right every wrong.
And in the meantime, God is calling us to help right the wrongs around us, and within
us.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
OBJECT LESSON | Rebuilding What Is Broken
When people choose not to love God and their neighbors, bad things happen. Sometimes those
things may only impact a few people. Other times, people’s bad choices affect countless people.
INSTRUCTIONS: Collect the blocks from your fallen Jenga tower and begin to rebuild it as you
teach.
In the book of Amos, Jesus hadn’t arrived on the scene yet. In the book of Revelation, we hear
Jesus will one day return to right every wrong. Somewhere in between Amos and Revelation
came Jesus, and after Jesus came the Church.
When I say “the Church,” I don’t mean a building or Sunday services. I mean the Body
of Christ — followers of Jesus all over the world.
The mission of the Church is to share the good news of Jesus throughout the whole
world. We can do that, in part, with our words, but we can also do it with our actions
when we make wrong things right in Jesus’ name.
When bad things happen, the Church can do better than insisting, “God is good,” without ever
showing people God’s goodness with our actions. The Church has a responsibility to be part of
the solution.
When someone experiences a loss or illness, the Church should come alongside
them as a support.
When natural disasters strike, the Church should have money and supplies prepared
to help.
When injustice leaves a community impoverished, the Church should be finding
ways to help support them.
When someone is experiencing homelessness, the Church should provide them
with food and clothes.
When we see injustice in the world, we can’t throw up our hands, get overwhelmed,
or look the other way. The Church should be working to understand how that Jenga
tower of injustice was built and then working to repair it.
When the Church discovers it has hurt people, or failed to help people when they’re
hurt, the Church should be quick to ask forgiveness and make things right with the
people we’ve hurt or overlooked.
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DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Name one bad thing that has happened in the world recently. How do you think
God’s people should have responded? Did we respond that way?
Read Psalm 32:5. Have you hurt someone recently, or failed to help someone
when they were hurting? What can you do to make it right?

RESPONSE | What You’ll Rebuild
INSTRUCTIONS: Give every student a single Jenga block and a permanent marker. Encourage
them to write a word or phrase (like “rebuild,” “hate evil,” “love what is good,” or “where are God’s
people?”), a passage of Scripture, an action step they want to take, or an injustice they want to
dismantle on their block and carry it around as a reminder during the week.
As the Church and individuals, we have to take Amos’ words seriously: “Hate evil, love what is
good.”
LOOK TO GOD: Thank God for being good, even when things are not. Ask God to
help you be more aware of the bad things happening in the world and in the lives of
others. Then ask for wisdom and courage to help address those things.
LOOK WITHIN: Ask God to examine your heart and mind and show you the ways
you’ve caused others harm. Ask how you’ve failed to show God’s goodness to others,
or ignored injustice around you, or participated in hurtful or unjust things. Then ask
how you can help make it right.
LOOK AHEAD: Think about how you (and the Church) can partner with God to
dismantle evil and rebuild goodness — not just when something tragic happens, but
every day, because there is always more work to do. What can you do? What can you
learn more about? Who can you partner with? What new thing might you be able to
start? Maybe it has to do with . . .
Poverty or hunger, either globally or locally.
Racism or other forms of prejudice and oppression.
A friend who’s hurting.
Someone who’s being bullied.
Recovery after a natural disaster.
Comfort for people who are mourning or terminally ill.
Or whatever else God puts on your heart.
Even if you’ve never asked the question, “If God is good, why do bad things happen,” you know
someone who has.
With so much evil in the world, and so many things that cause us pain, the world
needs hope — and there is hope, in the good news of Jesus, and God’s promise to
one day make wrong things right.
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Now it’s up to God’s people to show the world God’s goodness through our words and
actions. When we do, it’s easier to see just how good God is, even when everything
has fallen apart.
Over and over in Scripture, we see this is true: God loves us, God has a plan to make wrong
things right, and God’s people are part of that plan. So the next time you wonder, “If God is good,
why do bad things happen?” remember to ask a new question: “When bad things happen, how
can we show the world God’s goodness?”

DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
What’s one way people are hurting right now because of other people’s cruelty?
How can you (or we) show them God’s goodness?
What’s one way people are hurting right now because of tragedies that weren’t
anyone’s fault? How can you (or we) show them God’s goodness?
 As of today, how would you (honestly!) respond to the question, “If God is good,
why do bad things happen?”
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THE BIG IDEA
When life hurts,
is God listening?

THE BIBLE
Psalm 91; I John 5:14;
Lamentations 3:55-56

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
ACTIVITY | Whisper Mission
Welcome to our final week of I Have Questions! We’ve been talking about some big questions
and have one more to tackle. But before we get there, let’s see how good you are at asking and
listening to each other’s questions.
INSTRUCTIONS: For this game, you don’t need any supplies, but if you’d like to make it more
challenging, we suggest having each student wear a mask that covers their mouth or face —
especially if they’re funny masks, like this one. Line students up with their masks on and give the
first student in line a question to whisper to the next player, who will whisper it to the next player,
and so on. Each round, have students take another step away from each other and give them
increasingly harder phrases. At the end of each round, have the last player say what they think
they heard and compare it with what the first player whispered. Start with an easy question, like,
“Can you hear me?” Each round, get more difficult with weirder questions and tongue-twisters.
Great job, everyone. You weren’t perfect, but you did a pretty good job communicating despite
some, uh, interesting circumstances.

VIDEO | “Can You Hear Me Now?” Verizon Commercial
If you had been alive in the early 2000s (back when cell phones were fairly new and cell phone
companies didn’t always have great service), you definitely would have seen this famous
commercial at least once — maybe zillions of times.
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INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (0:00-0:25) of
one of Verizon Wireless’ “Can You Hear Me Now?” commercials. For more information on how to
legally use copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!

POLL | Have You Ever . . .
Being unheard is so frustrating! It’s not easy to get a message across when we’ve got obstacles
and poor connections holding us back.
INSTRUCTIONS: For each of the following questions, ask students to raise their hands if they
can relate. If you’d like, ask a few students to tell you more after they respond to each question.
Have you ever struggled to be heard in a noisy room?
Have you ever had to repeat yourself because someone wasn’t paying attention?
Have you ever had something important to say but felt like no one cared?
Have you ever poured your heart out to someone and then realized they hadn’t
been listening at all?
When you feel like you’re not being listened to, it’s annoying, or frustrating, or even painful. This
is true when we’re communicating with other people, but it’s true when we’re communicating
with God too.
For the last few weeks, we’ve been talking about some of the big questions we sometimes ask
about God. We’ve talked about the questions we ask . . .
When we see injustice in the world.
When God feels far away.
When it’s hard to believe God is good.
And now we’ve got one last question to cover. There are lots of reasons why you might ask this
question, but it tends to get asked most often when our lives feel difficult or painful. It’s the
question, “God, can You hear me?”
When you’re trying to communicate with a God you can’t hear with your ears or see with your
eyes, it’s understandable that you might struggle to connect, fear you’re not being heard, or feel
like God doesn’t care. Especially when life is painful and you desperately need to know God
hears you, it makes sense to wonder, “When life hurts, is God listening?”

SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
STORY | Talk about a time you wondered if God heard your prayers.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a story) about
a time you struggled to believe God could hear your prayers. What were you praying for? Why did
you feel like God couldn’t hear you? Be careful not to give this story a happy ending. It’s okay to
leave it unresolved!
So does God hear our prayers? How do we know for sure? Are there prayers God pays more
attention to than others? Is there a way to make sure God hears what we pray? And what do we
do when we feel like our prayers aren’t being heard or answered?
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SCRIPTURE | Psalm 91
We talk a lot about prayer in church, but if the idea of prayer is new or confusing to you, just think about
it this way: every prayer is a conversation with God, and every conversation with God is a prayer.
You can pray using passages of Scripture, or by repeating simple prayers that were
taught to you, or by making up your own words as you go.
You can pray silently or loud.
You can pray with your eyes open or closed.
Your prayers can thank God.
Your prayers can praise God.
Your prayers can apologize to God.
And your prayers can ask God for help. (If we’re honest, this is probably the most
common kind of prayer we pray because we often forget to talk to God until we need
something.)
If you want to know how to pray (and how many ways to pray there are), check out the book of
Psalms in the Bible.
This whole book is a collection of prayers from many different authors over many years.
Some psalms celebrate good times in people’s lives. Other psalms deal with the
heaviness of a difficult situation and wonder where God is in the midst of it.
Some psalms are only a few sentences long, while others take up pages and pages.
There is a lot of diversity in the book of psalms (which should tell us something
about what it means to pray) but there’s something every psalm has in common: the
authors of these psalms were always honest in their prayers to God.
In Psalm 91 we find a writer trying to balance his trust in God with his difficult experiences.
As we read these words, here’s a question I want you to wonder about: what do you think the
psalmist might have been going through when he wrote this?
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Psalm 91 together, with your students involved. Ask for anywhere from
two to sixteen students to volunteer as readers. Break the verses in this psalm down and assign
at least one verse to each reader. Then have them stand in a line and read their parts out loud until
the entire psalm has been read.

QUESTION | “What do you think the psalmist might have been going through?”
We don’t know what the psalmist was experiencing when he wrote this psalm, but if you had to
guess, what do you think he might have been going through?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond. Ask them why they think that could
be true.
The author of this psalm lists all sorts of difficulties:
Enemies.
Diseases.
Fear.
Attacks.
Armies.
Death.
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We don’t know exactly what the author was experiencing when he wrote this psalm, but it sounds
like something difficult. But even though he’s hurting, he manages to write a prayer declaring
that, even in difficult times, God always . . .
Protects.
Gives us rest.
Is safe.
Can be trusted.
Will rescue us.
Cares for us.
Is powerful.
Is with us.
And is listening.

SCRIPTURE | I John 5:14
A long time after this psalm was written, a man named John (one of Jesus’ closest followers)
wrote these words . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Read I John 5:14.
John says we can have confidence that God hears us.
John’s confidence clearly came from a place of deep trust in God because of his
relationship with Jesus. Trust is built within a relationship, and John had a close,
trusted relationship with Him.
You and I may not be able to walk side-by-side with Jesus like John did, but we can
still develop a deeper, trusted relationship with Him.
The more time we spend getting close to Jesus, the more our trust in Him will grow.
The more our trust in Jesus grows, the more confident we will become that He hears
us when we pray.
When life is difficult, it’s understandable to wonder if God really cares or is really listening. Pain
tends to make us feel more isolated than we really are. If we’re not careful, our hurt can make us
doubt or forget the things we know are true.
So if you’ve ever wondered, “When life hurts, is God listening?” the answer is yes. Even when
our prayers are full of anger, hurt, doubt, or accusations, God’s still there — patiently, lovingly
listening.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
OBJECT LESSON | Megaphones and Headphones
I wonder if one of the reasons we sometimes struggle to believe God is listening is that we treat
conversations with God more like a megaphone than a set of headphones.
INSTRUCTIONS: Show students a megaphone and a set of headphones. As you compare and
contrast them, hold them, speak through the megaphone, and put on the headphones.
Megaphones are used for shouting, usually at a big group of people.
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You might use a megaphone to give instructions, make an announcement, tell a
bunch of kids at summer camp to stop goofing around. When you speak into a
microphone, you’re not inviting a conversation. You’re telling someone what to do.
Sometimes we pray like this. We make generic calls into the wind, tell God what
to do, and keep it short. When we pray these kinds of prayers, we don’t bring our
authentic selves to God. It’s hard to be vulnerable and honest about your feelings
and fears when you’re yelling into the void.
But what if we thought about prayer more like headphones?
You use headphones when you want to focus on what you’re hearing. When you’re
listening to your headphones, you might shut out the rest of the world, totally
absorbed in what you’re hearing. With headphones, the voices or music you’re
listening to sound close and personal.
Let’s be willing and ready to pray prayers that are being sent through headphones.
Imagine God being as close to you as the voices in your headphones. Then imagine
God hearing your voice in the same way. When you know that’s how you and God
are communicating, it’s easier to pray prayers that are specific, intimate, and honest.
Especially when we’re hurting or life is difficult, we have to remember God is close and listening
when we cry out.

IMAGE | The Western Wall
INSTRUCTIONS: As you teach, show images of The Western Wall like this, this, or this.
In Jerusalem, there’s a wall people visit from all over the world called the “Western Wall,” but it’s
also referred to as “The Wailing Wall.” At this wall, people pour out their hearts in prayer to God.
They do this here because this wall was once a part of the temple where God’s presence existed
on earth, before Jesus came.
Some who visit the wall write prayers and tuck them into the notches of the wall. If you ever visit,
you can find years and years’ worth of tiny scraps of paper lodged into every nook and cranny.

PRAYER | The Wailing Wall
Today, we’re going to practice this ourselves by leaving our prayers to God in our own “wailing
wall.” This isn’t for show. No one will read these. This is for you to pour out your heart to God in
prayer. You may want to pray about . . .
A question you don’t know how to answer.
Something difficult happening in your life.
A hurt, frustration, or sadness you have.
Something you care deeply about.
Whatever you decide to pray about is up to you. The point is simply that you’re honest and trust
God is listening.
INSTRUCTIONS: Place plenty of small pieces of assorted scrap paper and note cards, along
with pens, beside a “wall” you’ve prepared. Your wall could be chain-link fence where students roll
their notes and insert them into the chain links or clip them to the fence with clothespins. Or try
creating a wall covered with faux brick adhesive tiles, where students use a thumbtack to attach
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their prayer to the board. If you’re using the Room Design ideas provided with this series, use the
backdrop you already created for this series for this prayer activity. While students write, pray, and
add their prayers to the wall, play some instrumental music or relevant worship music.
In our pain and uncertainty, God loves and hears us.
When we’re hurting or struggling, sometimes it’s difficult to believe this truth. We
can’t see past our hurt long enough to trust God is lovingly listening.
Other times, we brush off our difficulty, questions, and hurt because we want our
pain to end. But when we’re too quick to find a happy ending to our hurt, we don’t give
ourselves enough space to be honest about what we’re feeling.
Like we see in the Psalms, the key to praying during our toughest moments is learning
to hold our hurt and our hope at the same time.

KEEP QUESTIONING
We’ve asked a lot of questions in the last few weeks. Hopefully you feel like you’ve found some
answers to at least a few of your questions, but it’s okay if there are still questions you’re
wondering about. In fact, I hope you do.
God has never been afraid of your questions. Instead, God is inviting you to keep asking them,
because truth can always stand up to our questions. So . . .
Where’s God when people are hurting?
Why does God sometimes feel far away?
Is God good even when bad things happen?
Is God really listening to our prayers?
Keep wondering. Keep asking. Keep seeking. While you do, know that God is always near, God
will always hear you, and God will never leave you.
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA
When life hurts,
is God listening?

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Psalm 91; I John 5:14;
Lamentations 3:55-56

Have you ever had a major miscommunication with someone? What happened?
What are some of the reasons we sometimes struggle to communicate with each other?
What are some of the reasons we sometimes struggle to communicate with God?
When life is hard, do you find it easier or more difficult to pray? Why do you think that is?
When life is hard, what are some things we might think we're not allowed to say to God?
When you pray, are you more likely to be honest or say what you think God wants you to hear? Why
do you think that is?
Read Lamentations 3:55-57. Does this prayer remind you of anything going on in your life right
now? What is it?
When you talk to God this week, what’s one way you can be more honest about your feelings and
questions?
How would you (honestly!) respond to the question, “When life hurts, is God listening?”
How can we pray for you this week?

ACTIVITY

z
z

THE BIBLE

Give each student a note card or scrap of paper and a pen. Ask them to write down one question
they're glad was answered during this series. Then ask them to write down one question about
God they still have. Read the questions and commit to looking for answers together.
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Let’s face it, life isn’t easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and it’s okay
to ask them. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances, or wished life didn’t have to hurt so
much, or wondered why God won’t fix what you’re going through, you’re not alone. In this 4-week series, we’ll
hear about a few people from Scripture who know exactly what it’s like. With Esther, David, Peter, Amos, and
John, we’ll explore hard questions you thought you weren’t allowed to ask, like “When people are hurting,
where is God? When I’m hurting, why does God feel far away? If God is good, why do bad things happen?
And when life hurts, is God listening?”

THIS WEEK

THE BIG IDEA
When life hurts,
is God listening?

THE BIBLE
Psalm 91; I John 5:14;
Lamentations 3:55-56

Have you ever had a major miscommunication with someone? What happened?
What are some of the reasons we sometimes struggle to communicate with each other?
What are some of the reasons we sometimes struggle to communicate with God?
Read Lamentations 3:55-57. Does this prayer remind you of anything going on in your life right
now? What is it?
z When you talk to God this week, what’s one way you can be more honest about your feelings and
questions?
z How can we pray for you this week?

ACTIVITY

z
z
z
z

Give each student a note card or scrap of paper and a pen. Ask them to write down one question
they're glad was answered during this series. Then ask them to write down one question about
God they still have. Read the questions and commit to looking for answers together.
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THE BIG IDEA
When life hurts,
is God listening?

THE BIBLE
Psalm 91; I John 5:14;
Lamentations 3:55-56

WHAT? What are we talking about today?
ACTIVITY | Whisper Mission
Welcome to our final week of I Have Questions! We’ve been talking about some big questions
and have one more to tackle. But before we get there, let’s see how good you are at asking and
listening to each other’s questions.
INSTRUCTIONS: For this game, you don’t need any supplies, but if you’d like to make it more
challenging, we suggest having each student wear a mask that covers their mouth or face —
especially if they’re funny masks, like this one. Line students up with their masks on and give the
first student in line a question to whisper to the next player, who will whisper it to the next player,
and so on. Each round, have students take another step away from each other and give them
increasingly harder phrases. At the end of each round, have the last player say what they think
they heard and compare it with what the first player whispered. Start with an easy question, like,
“Can you hear me?” Each round, get more difficult with weirder questions and tongue-twisters.
Great job, everyone. You weren’t perfect, but you did a pretty good job communicating despite
some, uh, interesting circumstances.

VIDEO | “Can You Hear Me Now?” Verizon Commercial
If you had been alive in the early 2000s (back when cell phones were fairly new and cell phone
companies didn’t always have great service), you definitely would have seen this famous
commercial at least once — maybe zillions of times.
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INSTRUCTIONS: As a teaching tool, play a short clip from a video like this one (0:00-0:25) of
one of Verizon Wireless’ “Can You Hear Me Now?” commercials. For more information on how to
legally use copyrighted material for educational purposes, read this!

POLL | Have You Ever . . .
Being unheard is so frustrating! It’s not easy to get a message across when we’ve got obstacles
and poor connections holding us back.
INSTRUCTIONS: For each of the following questions, ask students to raise their hands if they
can relate. If you’d like, ask a few students to tell you more after they respond to each question.
Have you ever struggled to be heard in a noisy room?
Have you ever had to repeat yourself because someone wasn’t paying attention?
Have you ever had something important to say but felt like no one cared?
Have you ever poured your heart out to someone and then realized they hadn’t
been listening at all?
When you feel like you’re not being listened to, it’s annoying, or frustrating, or even painful. This
is true when we’re communicating with other people, but it’s true when we’re communicating
with God too.
For the last few weeks, we’ve been talking about some of the big questions we sometimes ask
about God. We’ve talked about the questions we ask . . .
When we see injustice in the world.
When God feels far away.
When it’s hard to believe God is good.
And now we’ve got one last question to cover. There are lots of reasons why you might ask this
question, but it tends to get asked most often when our lives feel difficult or painful. It’s the
question, “God, can You hear me?”
When you’re trying to communicate with a God you can’t hear with your ears or see with your
eyes, it’s understandable that you might struggle to connect, fear you’re not being heard, or feel
like God doesn’t care. Especially when life is painful and you desperately need to know God
hears you, it makes sense to wonder, “When life hurts, is God listening?”

DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Have you ever had a major miscommunication with someone? What happened?
What are some of the reasons we sometimes struggle to communicate with each
other?
What are some of the reasons we sometimes struggle to communicate with God?
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SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?
STORY | Talk about a time you wondered if God heard your prayers.
INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your own life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a story) about
a time you struggled to believe God could hear your prayers. What were you praying for? Why did
you feel like God couldn’t hear you? Be careful not to give this story a happy ending. It’s okay to
leave it unresolved!
So does God hear our prayers? How do we know for sure? Are there prayers God pays more
attention to than others? Is there a way to make sure God hears what we pray? And what do we
do when we feel like our prayers aren’t being heard or answered?

SCRIPTURE | Psalm 91
We talk a lot about prayer in church, but if the idea of prayer is new or confusing to you, just think
about it this way: every prayer is a conversation with God, and every conversation with God is a
prayer.
You can pray using passages of Scripture, or by repeating simple prayers that were
taught to you, or by making up your own words as you go.
You can pray silently or loud.
You can pray with your eyes open or closed.
Your prayers can thank God.
Your prayers can praise God.
Your prayers can apologize to God.
And your prayers can ask God for help. (If we’re honest, this is probably the most
common kind of prayer we pray because we often forget to talk to God until we need
something.)
If you want to know how to pray (and how many ways to pray there are), check out the book of
Psalms in the Bible.
This whole book is a collection of prayers from many different authors over many
years.
Some psalms celebrate good times in people’s lives. Other psalms deal with the
heaviness of a difficult situation and wonder where God is in the midst of it.
Some psalms are only a few sentences long, while others take up pages and pages.
There is a lot of diversity in the book of psalms (which should tell us something
about what it means to pray) but there’s something every psalm has in common: the
authors of these psalms were always honest in their prayers to God.
In Psalm 91 we find a writer trying to balance his trust in God with his difficult experiences.
As we read these words, here’s a question I want you to wonder about: what do you think the
psalmist might have been going through when he wrote this?
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INSTRUCTIONS: Read Psalm 91 together, with your students involved. Ask for anywhere from
two to sixteen students to volunteer as readers. Break the verses in this psalm down and assign
at least one verse to each reader. Then have them stand in a line and read their parts out loud until
the entire psalm has been read.

QUESTION | “What do you think the psalmist might have been going through?”
We don’t know what the psalmist was experiencing when he wrote this psalm, but if you had to
guess, what do you think he might have been going through?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond. Ask them why they think that could
be true.
The author of this psalm lists all sorts of difficulties:
Enemies.
Diseases.
Fear.
Attacks.
Armies.
Death.
We don’t know exactly what the author was experiencing when he wrote this psalm, but it sounds
like something difficult. But even though he’s hurting, he manages to write a prayer declaring
that, even in difficult times, God always . . .
Protects.
Gives us rest.
Is safe.
Can be trusted.
Will rescue us.
Cares for us.
Is powerful.
Is with us.
And is listening.

DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
 When life is hard, do you find it easier or more difficult to pray? Why do you think
that is?
 When life is hard, what are some of the things we might want to say to God but
not think we’re allowed?
 When you pray, are you more likely to be honest or say what you think God wants
you to hear? Why do you think that is?
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SCRIPTURE | I John 5:14
A long time after this psalm was written, a man named John (one of Jesus’ closest followers)
wrote these words . . .
INSTRUCTIONS: Read I John 5:14.
John says we can have confidence that God hears us.
John’s confidence clearly came from a place of deep trust in God because of his
relationship with Jesus. Trust is built within a relationship, and John had a close,
trusted relationship with Him.
You and I may not be able to walk side-by-side with Jesus like John did, but we can
still develop a deeper, trusted relationship with Him.
The more time we spend getting close to Jesus, the more our trust in Him will grow.
The more our trust in Jesus grows, the more confident we will become that He hears
us when we pray.
When life is difficult, it’s understandable to wonder if God really cares or is really listening. Pain
tends to make us feel more isolated than we really are. If we’re not careful, our hurt can make us
doubt or forget the things we know are true.
So if you’ve ever wondered, “When life hurts, is God listening?” the answer is yes. Even when
our prayers are full of anger, hurt, doubt, or accusations, God’s still there — patiently, lovingly
listening.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?
OBJECT LESSON | Megaphones and Headphones
I wonder if one of the reasons we sometimes struggle to believe God is listening is that we treat
conversations with God more like a megaphone than a set of headphones.
INSTRUCTIONS: Show students a megaphone and a set of headphones. As you compare and
contrast them, hold them, speak through the megaphone, and put on the headphones.
Megaphones are used for shouting, usually at a big group of people.
You might use a megaphone to give instructions, make an announcement, tell a
bunch of kids at summer camp to stop goofing around. When you speak into a
microphone, you’re not inviting a conversation. You’re telling someone what to do.
Sometimes we pray like this. We make generic calls into the wind, tell God what
to do, and keep it short. When we pray these kinds of prayers, we don’t bring our
authentic selves to God. It’s hard to be vulnerable and honest about your feelings
and fears when you’re yelling into the void.
But what if we thought about prayer more like headphones?
You use headphones when you want to focus on what you’re hearing. When you’re
listening to your headphones, you might shut out the rest of the world, totally
absorbed in what you’re hearing. With headphones, the voices or music you’re
listening to sound close and personal.
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Let’s be willing and ready to pray prayers that are being sent through headphones.
Imagine God being as close to you as the voices in your headphones. Then imagine
God hearing your voice in the same way. When you know that’s how you and God
are communicating, it’s easier to pray prayers that are specific, intimate, and honest.
Especially when we’re hurting or life is difficult, we have to remember God is close and listening
when we cry out.

IMAGE | The Western Wall
INSTRUCTIONS: As you teach, show images of The Western Wall like this, this, or this.
In Jerusalem, there’s a wall people visit from all over the world called the “Western Wall,” but it’s
also referred to as “The Wailing Wall.” At this wall, people pour out their hearts in prayer to God.
They do this here because this wall was once a part of the temple where God’s presence existed
on earth, before Jesus came.
Some who visit the wall write prayers and tuck them into the notches of the wall. If you ever visit,
you can find years and years’ worth of tiny scraps of paper lodged into every nook and cranny.

PRAYER | The Wailing Wall
Today, we’re going to practice this ourselves by leaving our prayers to God in our own “wailing
wall.” This isn’t for show. No one will read these. This is for you to pour out your heart to God in
prayer. You may want to pray about . . .
A question you don’t know how to answer.
Something difficult happening in your life.
A hurt, frustration, or sadness you have.
Something you care deeply about.
Whatever you decide to pray about is up to you. The point is simply that you’re honest and trust
God is listening.
INSTRUCTIONS: Place plenty of small pieces of assorted scrap paper and note cards, along
with pens, beside a “wall” you’ve prepared. Your wall could be chain-link fence where students roll
their notes and insert them into the chain links or clip them to the fence with clothespins. Or try
creating a wall covered with faux brick adhesive tiles, where students use a thumbtack to attach
their prayer to the board. If you’re using the Room Design ideas provided with this series, use the
backdrop you already created for this series for this prayer activity. While students write, pray, and
add their prayers to the wall, play some instrumental music or relevant worship music.
In our pain and uncertainty, God loves and hears us.
When we’re hurting or struggling, sometimes it’s difficult to believe this truth. We
can’t see past our hurt long enough to trust God is lovingly listening.
Other times, we brush off our difficulty, questions, and hurt because we want our
pain to end. But when we’re too quick to find a happy ending to our hurt, we don’t give
ourselves enough space to be honest about what we’re feeling.
Like we see in the Psalms, the key to praying during our toughest moments is learning
to hold our hurt and our hope at the same time.
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DISCUSSION
INSTRUCTIONS: Break for discussion. If you have more than ten students, split into groups so
everyone can share. The starred questions are designed for high schoolers, so you may want to
skip them if you’re working only with middle schoolers.
Read Lamentations 3:55-57. Does this prayer remind you of anything going on in
your life right now? What is it?
When you talk to God this week, what’s one way you can be more honest about
your feelings and questions?
 As of today, how would you (honestly!) respond to the question, “When life hurts,
is God listening?”
How can we pray for you this week?

KEEP QUESTIONING
We’ve asked a lot of questions in the last few weeks. Hopefully you feel like you’ve found some
answers to at least a few of your questions, but it’s okay if there are still questions you’re
wondering about. In fact, I hope you do.
God has never been afraid of your questions. Instead, God is inviting you to keep asking them,
because truth can always stand up to our questions. So . . .
Where’s God when people are hurting?
Why does God sometimes feel far away?
Is God good even when bad things happen?
Is God really listening to our prayers?
Keep wondering. Keep asking. Keep seeking. While you do, know that God is always near, God
will always hear you, and God will never leave you.
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ONE-MINUTE SERMONS
After you teach each week, we recommend filming a video of yourself re-teaching your message in one
minute or less. Then post it on social media! We've written the beginnings of a script for you each week,
and we've also filmed complete One-Minute Sermon Videos for you too, in partnership with Rescue a
Generation. Make your own or post ours — whatever you want!

WEEK 1
Let’s face it. Life isn’t always easy. In times of loss, grief, pain, or doubt, it’s normal to have questions — and
you know what? It’s okay to ask those questions. If you’ve ever tried to make sense of your circumstances,
or wished life didn’t have to hurt so much, or wondered why God wouldn’t fix what you’re going through,
you’re not alone. All throughout human history, people have asked big questions like this one: "When people
are hurting, where is God?" A long time ago, God's people, the nation of Israel, were hurting. They were
divided, conquered, and about to be killed. So where was God? That's what a young woman named Esther
was probably wondering, until she decided to do something about it. With God's help, she risked her life to
save her people. So where is God when people are hurting? God's still at work behind the scenes — and
like Esther, God might be inviting you to get to work too.

WEEK 2
Hey, can I ask you something? Does life kind of hurt right now? Maybe it's a broken relationship, the loss
of a loved one, or an unexpected difficulty. In these moments, you might wonder things like, "Why is this
happening to me?" Or even, "God, have you left me?" We actually see this question asked twice in the Bible.
First, by King David, who wanted to know if God had abandoned him. But then it's asked again by someone
else, hundreds of years later. The second time, it's asked by Jesus, who is preparing to die for you and
me. Jesus, God Himself, asks, "God, have you abandoned me?" So if you've ever wondered, "When I’m
hurting, does God leave me?" the answer is no. In our pain, Jesus is more present than ever because He
understands. In our pain, He's not absent. He's actually reaching for us.
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WEEK 3
Have you ever played Jenga? You know, that game where you stack a bunch of blocks and try not to make
them fall? Of course, they always fall. Sometimes, it happens out of nowhere. In life, that's kind of how
tragedies happen too. One minute everything seems great. The next, everything has fallen apart and we're
asking, "God, how could You let this happen?" To answer that, we need to look at Scripture — from the
ancient prophets like Amos all the way to the very last page of the Bible. Over and over, we see this is true:
God loves us, God has a plan to make wrong things right, and God's people are part of that plan. So if you've
ever wondered, "If God is good, why do bad things happen?" maybe it's time to ask a new question. Like,
"If something is wrong in the world, what can God's people do to help make it right?"

WEEK 4
You know what I hate? I hate when I'm really hurt, or upset, or sad, or stressed out about something,
but I don't feel like I have anyone to talk to about it — at least, not anyone who'd really get it or really
care. Pain does that. It makes you feel alone, and isolated, and afraid that no one else could possibly
understand what you're going through. When things are really painful, you might even ask questions
like, "When life hurts, is God listening?" You and I aren't the only people to ever ask that question. It's
actually in the Bible. A lot. Especially in the book of Psalms, which is a collection of poems and songs, the
psalmist writes a lot about his own pain. Here's where he lands (and what God confirms): yeah, life hurts
sometimes. But even when our prayers are full of anger, hurt, doubt, or accusations, God's still there and
— yes, still patiently, lovingly listening.
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BEFORE THE SERIES

TO DO
Print your Series Promo Poster and Series Promo Cards and display them where families and
volunteers can see them.
Customize your Volunteer Hub and Parent Hub web pages for this series.
Customize and send the Parent Email for this series.
Send the Volunteer Email for Week 1 of this series. Then text your volunteers a link to the email.
Review the suggested Social Media Posts and Captions for this series.
Post the Bumper Video on social media with this caption:
I have questions! You have questions! We all have questions! This week, bring all your biggest questions about God and faith. We
want to hear them!

AFTER WEEK 1

TO DO
Post the 1-Minute Sermon Video for Week 1 on social media with this caption:
In case you missed it, in Week 1 of I Have Questions we talked about this question: "When people are hurting, where is God?"

Post the Big Idea Graphic for Week 1 on social media and/or send with this caption:
When people are hurting, remember this — God is always present and working behind the scenes. Always.

Send the Volunteer Email for Week 2 of this series. Then text your volunteers a link to the email.
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AFTER WEEK 2

TO DO
Post the 1-Minute Sermon Video for Week 2 on social media with this caption:
In case you missed it, in Week 2 of I Have Questions we talked about this question: "When I'm hurting, why does God feel far away?"

Post the Big Idea Graphic for Week 2 on social media with this caption:
In your pain, remember this — God never leaves you. Jesus is present, He understands, He loves you, and He's reaching out for you too.

Send the Volunteer Email for Week 3 of this series. Then text your volunteers a link to the email.

AFTER WEEK 3

TO DO
Post the 1-Minute Sermon Video for Week 3 on social media with this caption:
In case you missed it, in Week 3 of I Have Questions we talked about this question: "If God is good, why do bad things happen?"

Post the Big Idea Graphic for Week 3 on social media with this caption:
When bad things happen in our lives or in the world around us, remember that God invites us to ask a new question: "When bad
things happen, how can we show the world God's goodness?"

Send the Volunteer Email for Week 4 of this series. Then text your volunteers a link to the email.

AFTER WEEK 4

TO DO
Post the 1-Minute Sermon Video for Week 4 on social media with this caption:
In case you missed it, in Week 4 of I Have Questions we talked about this question: "When life hurts, is God listening?"

Post the Big Idea Graphic for Week 4 on social media with this caption:
It's okay if you wonder sometimes if your prayers are even working. But when you do, remember, God always is listening and
always wants your honest thoughts.

Get ready for the next series!
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Need some help deciding what to post on social media before and during this series? Here's our suggestion:
each week, share the media we've provided in your Graphics and Videos folder using the captions below.

BEFORE THE SERIES

AFTER WEEK 1

AFTER WEEK 2

BUMPER VIDEO

1-MINUTE SERMON (WEEK 1)

1-MINUTE SERMON (WEEK 2)

I have questions! You have questions! We
all have questions! This week, bring all your
biggest questions about God and faith. We
want to hear them!

In case you missed it, in Week 1 of I Have
Questions we talked about this question:
"When people are hurting, where is God?"

In case you missed it, in Week 2 of I Have
Questions we talked about this question:
"When I'm hurting, why does God feel
far away?"

BIG IDEA (WEEK 1)

BIG IDEA (WEEK 2)

When people are hurting, remember this —
God is always present and working behind
the scenes. Always.

In your pain, remember this — God
never leaves you. Jesus is present, He
understands, He loves you, and He's
reaching out for you too.
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AFTER WEEK 3

AFTER WEEK 4

1-MINUTE SERMON (WEEK 3)

1-MINUTE SERMON (WEEK 4)

In case you missed it, in Week 3 of I Have
Questions we talked about this question: "If
God is good, why do bad things happen?"

In case you missed it, in Week 4 of I Have
Questions we talked about this question:
"When life hurts, is God listening?"

BIG IDEA (WEEK 3)

BIG IDEA (WEEK 4)

When bad things happen in our lives or in the
world around us, remember that God invites
us to ask a new question: "When bad things
happen, how can we show the world God's
goodness?"

It's okay if you wonder sometimes if your
prayers are even working. But when you
do, remember, God always is listening and
always wants your honest thoughts.
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